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Friday May 11th
.ldahoCenter
Arena
nckets
at ncketweb
Select';'8available

all

and.

Seat outlets,lncllldlngAlbertsons, the Record:
Exchangeor·phone1-80G-965-4827,.
426.1766 or 442-3232, and online at
www.tlcketweb.com.
"... a 'well-oiled;
ultra-confident
hit machine
that may still bethetighlest
garage rock band
in America."-Richard Skanse,RolllngStonebn~Line .
"...if Godhad a tocal-jbar), 'theywould
be the
'house band." -James McNair, Thelndepencient
''This band rocks with the greatest of ease,'
writes songs thatmere mortals~an:onlyshake,
th.~ir h.eadsat and enJoy,hasmorefunonstage
than~hoUld peallowed ... the bandfust rocks',',
.
. like"abitch,:riwre in-your-face than.·onreCord:·~~::·
Was it already mentioned they're one of the
best American rock bands on the planet?'
-John Lappen. The Hollywood Reporter
www.tompetty.com
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Arbiter's A&E
coverage is
narrow-minded
crap
Hi, my name is Dan and I'm
. a BSU student. Please tell me
why it is that whenever you
print something relating to the
Fine Arts department it is
almost always rude and inaccurate.
For example, "HMS
Pinafore" was performed at an
exceptional level. Keep in mind
that students are not only acting and singing, but a student
designed the costumes.
Students performed in the
orchestra. Students ran the
sound, lights, and even built
the stage. Your narrow-minded
article made it seem as though
a group of kids got together
and warbled out a few notes
just for the fun of it.
Most recently is the article
about the Gene Harris Jazz
Festival. It is not only astudent activity. When one goes
down to club night, the streets
are full of people who are
enjoying themselves. People
who cherish the memory of a
man who lived his life to the
fullest and always found time
to give back.
Again the narrow-minded
article in your pages makes it
seem like there isn't a point to
the festivities. Boise is a terrible town to be a musician in, so
when something like this happens, music students eat it up.
Just ask us.
Your paper is continually
writing crap that is offensive to
every musician on campus.
Come on down to the
Morrison Center some time

~~-__:_----------..J---A~P~ril~4~-~11~,~2~O~Ol

and see what your articles are
slandering. See the Jazz Band
that went to Notre Dame. See
the Jazz Choir that went to the
_Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival.
See the orchestra that has performed the monumental works
of Holst, Berlioz, and Sibelius.
See the hundreds of students
that work their asses off for no
thanks and a shitty misrepresentation of there efforts.
Thanks for your time and
sorry for my belligerent tone.
Dan Howard

Students should be
actively involved in
ASBSUelections
As all of you who read The
know, last week I wrote
a letter to the editor. And in
response to the first letter
"Resolution will improve student government elections," I
have been convinced that the
majority of the students on
this campus do not have the
time, nor do they want to make
the effort to participate in campus politics. Let me emphasize
the importance of student
input, in this year's elections,
the following year's elections,
and all. the elections in the history of this institution.
Students, this is your opportunity to have your individual
voice heard in the upcoming
debate for president of the student body on April 10 in the
SUB at Bravo Stage. Again, let
me reiterate the importance of
the resolution I sponsored. It
states that the student body of
Boise State University has the

Arbiter

Americans we have,next to the
communist leaders in our government. They aren't yet a
government controlled press,
but they willingly behave like
the BBC or some other
European government-run
press in their shameless spin_doctoring of news events.
Now, I see where they lose
their journalistic independence
and learn to tow the party line
of the news corporations that
employ them -they lose their
love of free speech in communist indoctrination centers like
BSH
Your editor is mostly
opportunity to turn in quesimpressed
with herself. Read
tions, to the ASBSU office,
the accolades she gives herself
which is located in the hallway
for making news headlines in
between the dining area and
high school - anyone can draw
the SPEC. Students, get
attention to themselves by actinvolved in the vision of the
ing up, but that doesn't move
elections by helping Trevor
their argument anywhere. Her
Irish, election board chair,
attitude is indicative of the
reach his goal of 200 1 votes
pride that aftlicts America's
for this spectacular year of
media and is injected into
2001. Get those questions in
young, minds with reckless
for the candidates, so you as
abandon in liberal classrooms.
the student body can and will
She showed her ignorance back
be heard at the debates, so the
in high school -that free speech
candidates can take your condoesn't mean you have a right
cerns with them into office,
to teach other people's children
PLEASE come out and vote on
about
homosexuality. Wise
April 11 and 12. And be a part
school officials honored peoof this university and the
ple's (parent's) rights by
issues concerning student
respecting the wishes of the
affairs.
.
patrons of the school. But in
the America you folks want to
Trevor Klein
be
a part of building, there
ASBSU Senator
won't be any parent's rights.
Nor will there be any free
speech. That day has already
largely arrived, though an
MTV-sotted America sleeps on
through the destruction of
freedom as a new, involuntary
thought ethic, called Political
I read the editor's article
Correctness, becomes law.
about her defense of free
By the way, I don't expect
speech and it was a joke.
you traitors! Ameriphobes-inWhere do you get the idea that
training to print this letter,
the "free" in free speech had
simply because I'm not a stuanything to do with whether
dent
or faculty member of
or not one pays for the space?
BSHYet you shameless hypMaybe the reason .
ocrites will disburse your rag
Generation Life could afford to
publicly throughout Boise as if
pay for such a space is because
you
invite a forum with the
they had a broad base of suppublic.Oh,
I get it -it's all
port. In other words, they repabout you doing the talking.
resented a number of people in
Free Speech, Arbiter-style!,
their views.
In typical leftist fashion, you- Rename your tripe 'The
Harpy."
censored their message because

Arbiter editor an
ignorant
communist

it wasn't one you agreed with.
You will make good talking
heads if you ever get into
mainstream media -these folks
are the saddest excuse for

Justin Becker

Capitol protestors:
don't blame whites
for everything
So now the BSU Capitol
crashers (BSUCK) have
accused me, since I'm a white
guy that's not part of their circus, of perpetuating low farmworker wages.
Their self-righteous delusion got me to thinking, "Jeez,
there arelots of complex.
social issues that I haven't
taken a simple-minded stance
on! I wonder what other gloom
I'm responsible for?"
So I thought real hard, and
I realized there's poverty on
Idaho Indian reservations.
Maybe I caused that too. Scads
of Africans have AIDS! Is that
my doing? I don't even have a
"Free Tibet" bumper sticker!
The shame is overwhelming!
Of course, due to the poor
farm economy, local farmers
themselves are losing their .
property and livelihood (thereby leaving their hires with no
.income at all.) But we can't
count-that misery, since we
can't pretend White Farmer'
is a racial issue. Whew! At
least that's not my fault!
All this time I've been selfishly struggling to feed my
own family. And I regularly
donate time and money to
charitable causes that don't
happen to be BSUCK pet projects. I don't know what I was
thinking. Now I realize the
only way to inner peace is to
make myself look like a goober
on the 5 0' clock news.
You know, ALL aspects of
current farm economics have
serious problems. The forum
has now been cheapened by
BSUCK~s tantrum of irrelevant, noble-sounding rhetoric.
Sorry, children, I'm not taking
the rap for this one.
Jay Durham
PS. Can anyone tell me how
a bunch of kids, the oldest at
22 years, have "exhausted all
other means of action?" How
many "years of work" could
they have "J>refaced",their
actions with? Or have they
appointed themselves the end
products'of
Cesar Chavez's
crusade? He might be interested to hear that.
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Date-rape drugs available, place
real' danger in open 'containers
You go to a bar or party in
the Ghetto, meet some friends, ,
have a few drinks and begin to
feel a little woozy. You eventually pass out and have no recollection of the evening. Were
you drugged?
.
Unfortunately
for our campus, this possibility may be
more likely than it was a few
years ago. Three medical cases
were reported this year that
may have involved date-rape
drugs. In each of the cases, the
victim exhibited symptoms
more severe than those caused
by alcohol poisoning alone.
The scariest aspect of a
date-rape drugging lies in the
fact that someone has to intentionally place the drugs into
drinks. The perpetrator
must
premeditate
drugging a victim,
Though a woman is never a
fault for being victimized, rape
crisis councilors say a general

lack of knowledge about the.
hazards and precautions
still
abound.
Our campus may make us
feel safe and sheltered from
many of these problems that
always seem to occur "somewhere else."
But "somewhere else" can
quickly become "here," By
increasing our knowledge of
the threat the drugs impose
and by taking extra precautions, hopefully we can reduce
the chances of falling victim
ourselves.
Basic precautions
include
consuming only drinks you
poured yourself and staying
with people you trust.
Drug victims may not
believe they were drugged
because they did not notice
anything funny in their drinks
or remember acting strangely
-But that is where the danger of

these drugs lies. They are
odorless and difficult to detect
without tests. Victims often do
not remember acting strangely
because they may blackout,
Our open environment
and
welcoming community
make
us more prone to being
drugged, with our keg parties
and open cups, which is why
we need to take extra precautions to ensure the safety of
our community. As a member
of the Rescue Squad said,
"(H)ow do you fight an enemy
that you cannot see?"

Wn't!en by the editorial staff
The Flyer News at the
University of Dayton. Article
reprinted with permission. Guest
editorials do not rej!ed the views
qf Arbiter staff.

of

Democracy advocates
in China repressed
Both George W Bush and his predecessor firmly supported permanent normal trade relations with China, and Congress agreed. With
goods flowing in and out, China's repression of its citizens who advocate
democracy would lessen. So the theory went. Yet, according to the Bush
State Department's annual report last month on international human
rights, conditions have worsened significantly for religious organizations
and others who believe in freedom:
There is only one labor union in China, and anyone who tries to
organize an independent union winds up in a "re-education camp." Zhou
Guoqiang, a lawyer, tried to distribute T-shirts bearing the Communist
slogan- "Labor Is Sacred," and wound up in the Shuanghe Labor Re-education Camp, appropriately (for those who remember Stalin) near the
Russian border.
His re-education, as he told Erik Eckholm of The New York Times,
meant ..... you'd be locked up in a small cell and struck with electric prods
or beaten, and afterward you'd have to write a self-criticism saying that
you'd been re-educated."·
.
.
In the spring issue of Columbia University's Journal of Asian Law,
Robin Munro, the former director of Human Rights Watch's Hong
Kong office, confirms, with abundant detail, that dissidents arelocked up
in psychiatric hospitals and are subject to a savage "misuse of psychiatry
for politically repressive purposes: The practice "resembles in all key
respects that of the former Soviet Uriion.tThey are subject to electroshock ..therapy," drugged, isolated and diagnosed as stricken with
"paranoid psychosis" and sometimes "political monomania."
For example, Wang Wanxing was arrested in 1992 for displaying a
pro-democracy banner in Tiananmen Square, Chinese psychiatrists,
aware of what the government expected of them, promptly diagnosed
him as "a paranoid psychotic" suffering from "political monomania:' For .
the next sev~n years he was "treated" at a police hospital for the criminally insane.
'
The World Psychological Association will meet next year, A group of
European and American doctors are lobbying national psychiatric associations around the world to consider censuring or suspending China, The
New York Times reports. What will American psychiatric organizations
do?
In a front-page Washington Times report, David R. Sands noted. that..
a new Amnesty International report had found that "torture is committed in the full range of state institutions, from police stations to 're-education through labor camps,' to people's homes and workplaces:'
Titled 'Torture: A Growing Scourge in China - Time for Action,"
the report documents that "a growing range of officials are perpetrating
torture: Tax collectors, judges, prosecutors, court clerks, family planning
officers, village and party leaders and security officials. ... Victims or
observers who expose the torture are themselves targeted for reprisals:'
The report also mentions that "Pro-democracy and labor rights advocate Zhang Lin, at a Re-education Through Labor camp since November,
1998, was required to work 140hours a day while in poor health, beaten
whenever he resisted or argued with guards about it ... and was tortured
six times, as a result of which he twice attempted suicide.
"He was beaten by other inmates who, acting on orders from the
guards, had stripped and dragged him on the ground for long distances,
and forced his head under water until he submitted to the guards. There
has been no indication that his complaints have been investigated or that.
measures have been taken to protect him against further ill-treatment
during the remainder of his three-year term."
Perhaps President Bush, Secretary of State Colin Powell and the
members of Congress who voted for permanent normal trade relations
with China might consider sending Zhang Lin a get-well card, along
with their assurances that, in time, the spirit of the free market will lead
to an official abandonment of torture and the horrors' of. forced psychiatric treatment of citizens afllicted with "political monomania."
The international community, including the United States, celebrated
the Olympics in Hitler's Germany with the Fuhrer in attendance. If
China succeeds in becoming the host of the 2008 Olympics, will America
send its athletes? If we do, will any of these athletes refuse to compete
on the grounds of conscience - and humanity?

Editorial writtm ht tke eclilorial staff of The Lantern at Ohio StaU
University. Article reprinted wiJb permission.
.
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Arbiter's opinion section is free-speech
battleground for opposing views
by Sean Hayes

The Arbiter's opinion

Have you ever been involved in a protest
or political action?

Danny Amspacher - social
philosopher
... "
"Yes, two winters 'ago I was
'"
"up in Yellowstone volunteering
for the buffalo field campaign."

section
has lately become like something out the "Jerry Springer
show," Liberals and conservatives bashing one another
weekly; all we can say is thankfully there are no folding
chairs sitting around.
.
The main source of the agitation is the Arbiter's right-bent
columnist Jerel Thomas, whose
"Right Field" column has
caused campus lefties many
sleepless nights, and who fields

an average of two responses a
week.
We won't bother to say
whether or not we agree with
his views, but we will say that
we enjoy the response.
The goal of the staff was to
open the opinion section up to
the public, and lately people
have been responding en masse.
The opinion section was even
moved to the front of the
paper to ensure extra attention
and focus.

The goal of the staff was to open the
opinion section up to the public,
and lately people have been
responding

Anyone with a doubt that
the Arbiter does indeed print
all views, and not just those we
agree with, should look at this
week's letters to the editor section. We have one letter
denouncing our editor as a
communist harpy; another saying our A&E coverage is "shitty," and two denouncing BSU
leftists as a whole.
So, go ahead, read our
columnist on the left Lesleigh Owen, or our columnist on the right - Jerel
Thomas. Read the responses to
these columns from angry and
supportive readers. And if an
article or opinion piece or letter makes you get out of your
chair and shake your fist, write
a response, we'll publish it and
you don't even have to pay.

en masse.
~

Right field off base
Kirk Anderson - ecologist
,graduate student
.
"I'm an intellectual
activist. Go ahead and ask me
"'what that means."

Neil Smart - junior
"I would consider myself polit-,·
ically agnostic as far as not being
apart of any political party activity or protest. However, I think
that politics are internal."

by ShatDueli
Last week Jerel Thomas
informed us "Liberals make
America look like a nation of
victims." Amazing isn't he?
Someone should take him out of
right field and sit his ass on the
bench.
How does he know what
other nations think of our country? I wonder if he. has even
been out of this country considering he is too busy calling for
fly balls in right field.
News flash Jerell We aren't a
country of rugged independent
people who value our freedom of
opportunity. Not while tax dollars aren't going. to help poor
women's health. You might be
strong and proud living in Boise
but I urge you to look around.
We are livin~ in a nation of
greed. A nation that cares more
about the war on drugs than it
does about the victimization of
women.You live in a state where
the governor would rather go on
a meth raid than make than
make the Greenbelt a safer place.
In last week's article Mr. Jerel
Thomas stated, "Our history is
full of people who beat the odds

to improve the lives of the
world; people like Thomas
Edison, Eli Whitney, Henry
Ford and Bill Gates,"
Are you for real? All of those
you named are white protestant
males who have always had the
upper hand in society. I for one
don't recall any of those three
names when I think about historical figures that have beat the
odds.
Approximately 1<)-405 percent
of all women have been raped or
sexually assaulted, and Jerel
responded to this statistic by
statint"I Just cannot believe this, for
absolutely none of the women I
know have been raped or sexually assaulted. Our society constantly inflates these percentages
to give the impression that victimization is normal and okay."
I'm sure it's hard for you to
take in such information due to
the fact that you are living in an
. isolated society; and also the fact
that you are basing this assump-. .
tion on the women you know.
Society is not inflating these per-

centages togive the impression
that victimization is normal or
okay. Personally; concluding
from the articles you write, if I
was a female friend of yours
who was victimized, you would
be the last person I would confide in.
·~I.L of us are victims.
Except me. I guess I'm in the
vast minority. I was born an
American and was raised by
good parents who loved me and
taught me right from wrong. I
don't feel guilty about it," wrote
Jerel Thomas.
You are not the vast minority.
You arenot the majority; so you
must be an exception. Thevast
minority are those who aren't
born in this country and who
weren't raised by good parents
who taught them right from
wrong. They have been victimized and perhaps inflicting selfpain is the only thing in their life
they have control over. They do
feel guilty about it, but believe
me they don't suffer from mental
i1Inessesdespite the objections of
their right winged mends.
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What is it that makes America

.~

great, Jerel?
,

by Jim Toweill
I am angered and a little
saddened by Jerel Thomas'
March 21 edition of "From
Right Field." Mr. Thomas,
what really makes the United
States "the greatest nation in
the history of the world?" Is it
the fact that settlers and the
U.S. army slaughtered millions
of natives, drove them off
'
their land, and forced them to
accept European values
because of greed and some
mythical "manifest destiny?" Is
it due to landowners' use of
black slaves and white indentured servants as a source of
menial labor?
Is it because U.S"corporations are exploitingworkers to
this very day? Is America a
great nation because its leaders
constantly tout the fact that it
is a democracy, when it is
. clearly nothing of the sort? Is
it the fact that the USA has
destroyed, paved over, and
ruined many of the natural

-

.---

-

----

"heroes" we worship as modern-day saviors are only conquerors who have gained only
by unjustly spilling the blood
of others. I not going to argue
against Eli Whitney'S contributions, but I dare you to look
at our currency and pick out
the faces of more than one or
two men who could be considered honest and moral by any
sort of rational standard.
On the surface, America
may look like a thriving and
prosperous nation, but a few
scratch marks will reveal
something else. 'i\merica"
doesn't represent the dissatisfied worker, the social misfit,
the battered woman, the innercity family, the artist, the political dissenter, nor could it.
One convoluted set of ideals
cannot represent 270 million
people, especially when those
ideals were constructed by a ,
small group of the wealthy
who were ultimately looking

resources within its borders
and beyond? Is it that
America's sense of justice constantly ignores and rationalizes
the root problems of crime
and then tries to push it down
with a heavy hand?
Is it that its literacy rate is
lower than many countries, its
crime rate is higher, and its
schools are sub-standard while
a few men sit at the top of the
economic ladder hoarding their
ill-gotten wealth? Are the
ubiquitous fabricated box
stores, eyesore strip malls, and
billboards that advertise useless and sometimes harmful
products symbols of its overwhelming superiority? I think
not.
Mr. Thomas, would you like
to have been one of George
Washington's slaves, one of
Henry Ford's assembly line
workers, or a small business
owner Bill Gatescaused to go
bankrupt? Most of these
J

-
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out for their own interests.
-The 'freedom' that those in the
U.S. enjoy is only the amount
of freedom that the elites see ,
fit to bestow. Our political and .
economic systems are no finely
tuned conspiracy, but they provide the same favorable outcome toward the wealthy and
powerful, as if they were.
Perhaps you have chosen
only to associate with the
supremely well-adjusted Mr.
Thomas, but I will dare to say
that there is at least someone
, within your social circle who
bears the marks, visible or not,
of victimization by the poisonous stress brought on by society. And while polls may be
inaccurate, your analysis of
how many abused women and,
self-mutilating teenagers exist
in this country merely by con-:
sidering the lives of your personal friends is much more fallacious.
America is a-nation of com-

------ -----

petition and over-consumption;
a nation constantly fighting
itself for material and social
superiority, and through these
practices it is slowly destroying itself. Iknow many people
who have not found satisfac- .
tion in what 'America" has to
offer, and I am one of them. If
you do not care to look beyond
your own nose, that's your prerogative. But there are those
of us who do, and we're sick of
playing by the rules. The rich,
flag-waving, lobbying, democrats you call "the left", are far
from it. If you're going to
address the left, address the
left, the socialists and anarchists-not the centrists. I'll
leave you with this delightful
quote: ,"the spirits declare that
capitalism is indeed organized
crime ... and we're all the victim s,"
Send all hate mail to
jtowei1l@hotmail.com.
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The Arbiter

Is the voice for students at Boise Stste University.

each •• m •• tee, every etudent at Bol.. State Unlveralty contribute.
the operation and printing of the Arbiter.
-.

flve dollar. toward

Now. can we aak for a little more?

Contribute

your volcel

.

by Phong Pham

.

The Arbiter Invlt •• you to let your voice be h•• rd. Subml~.lon. are accepted 24 hour.
e day ••• ven daya • week at: edttGr_ ..rbltennall.oom.
Send gu •• t opinion •• comm.ntery,
I.n..... artWo1"t4Inald. reporte, nawe tip •• poetry,
rant., rev.••• ete,

Lane t'S,~(rL1~ ~SJ. ~Y(t
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friendly and experienced

Cuts
HairPort
1415 Broadway

Color
Ave,

Texture
Mori-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 10am-2pm

344-2700,

For All Your High Performance Needs
DOMESTIC

TRUCKS

IMPORT
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658-0100

5730 OVERLANDROAD

Are you wasting time?
./ Worrying about family, school, health
./ Feeling tense and fatigued
./ Having trouble sleeping
./ Avoiding social situations
./ Feeling down and "blue"
./ Anticipating

your next panic attack

./ Anxious about tests

Notois the time to enjoy life!
HELP IS AVAILABLE
Attend a free screening for anxiety and depression. See a video,
take a screening test, have a confidential meeting with a mental
health professional. For more information call Carol Pangburn,
screening coordinator, 426-3089.
DATE:

TIME:

Boise: Monday, April 9
Canyon County: Thursday, April 12
Boise: 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
. Canyon County: 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

LOCATION:

Boise: The We11ness Stop in the S.U.B.
Canyon County: Room 204

'SPONSORS:

The Counseling

Hey, police, leave us kids alone

Center and Wellness Center

I was 'under the impression that tax money taken
from our paychecks were to
help pay for our public safety
by our public servants.
Money is taken out of my
paycheck just like everyone
else.
So how come I feel like
I'm treated like a criminal in
every possible way when
being pulled over by the
police. If I honestly haven't
done anything wrong, which
I haven't, then the police will
find any possible means to
give me a ticket.
Officer E. Seya, Badge
#03-24<75, with the Idaho
State Troopers, is an exam- '.
ple of my experiences with
police and harassment.
On the night of March
16,2001, at around midnight,
my friend Hai, his wife, my
girlfriend, and I were on our
way to our friend's house.
We were at the stop light
on Spectrum Rd, headed
onto 1-84<West, when Officer
Seya turned the opposite
direction. He immediately
made an illegal Ll-turn, and
it wasn't hard to see what
was going to happen next.
While we were in the merg- ing lane, police lights had
begun to spin. It was no surprise to us, we get pulled
over occasionally. It was a
surprise the way we were
treated.
Officer Seya, approached
the driver side and proceeded
to tell us why he had made
the traffic stop. "Hello, I had
pulled you over because your
front license plate is not
attached," Hai, being the
owner and driver of the car,
was asked to step out from
the car and explain. It wasn't
hard to see that the front
bumper was a different color
from the car; the bumper was
purple unlike the ear, which
was red.
Hai explained that he had
just bought the bumper from
a mend and that he did not
have the time to drill holes in

the front yet, and that-he
would do it as soon as possible.
Usually an officer would
give the citation and itwould
be over, right? Not this time,
Seya argued that the car
should not be on the road and
acted if we just committed a
horrible crime. After that situation, Hai went back to sit
in the car. Seya asked for the

ed, because Hai is in automotive school at BSU.,When the
ordeal was over and the citation was given, one for the
license plate, the second was
for not having emission
papers, and last was using the
P.D. Box. In my eyes, this was
harassment.
I told Hai to ask for his
name and badge number.
When Seya finally figured

We are the future of this countrv
and if we are going to be treated
like criminals then I don't want
to be paying taxes.
I

registration and insurance of
the car, which Hai keeps in an
envelope.nice and neat.
When Hai handed Seya the
envelope, Seya stepped back
and raised his voice, "Get out
of the car and hand me the
registration!"
Correct me if I'm wrong,
most people get to sit in their
cars to hand their papers to
the police, And most police
officers take both registration
and insurance at the same
time. Seya went back with the
registration, spent 10 minutes
on that, came back to the car
and asked, 'Why do you have
a P.O. Box address?" .
You see when Hai moved
here, he lived in Nampa with
a mend, so he rented out a
mailbox. When he got married, he lived with his wife's
family for a while, in the same
situation, he decided to keep
the box. DMV paperwork
gives you the choice of using
a home address or P.D. Box,
so what were we accused of?
Seya said, "Hiding a material factor in registering the
car." What were we supposedly hiding? We were trying
to hide emission problems,
which has always been updat-

that we weren't incompetent
teenagers, his voice changed
from demanding to unsure. It
was the most hilarious
moment of the night when a
policeman starts stuttering
and is unsure of the accusations he inflicted. It makes
you wonder if Idaho State
Troopers know what they're
talking about.
Us teenagers are more
likely to be pulled over for a
traffic stop because of the
cars we drive or how young
we look. I am not complaining about the traffic stops,
due to the fact the police are
there to keep the public safe.
What I am complaining
about is the way we get treated during these stops. It's bad
enough to be in the cold, but
to have to deal with someone
who has a power trip using
authority to carry it out is
even worse. We need to
address this issue. We are the
future of this country and if
we are going to be treated '
like criminals then I don't
want to be paying taxes,
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Stop attacking big tobacco: Second-hand smoke harmless
by Jerel Thomas
I would like to take some
time to defend an underdog.
There is a group out there being
assaulted by governments and
demonized by the media. Yes, I
wish to defend Big Tobacco.
To start with, there is no link
between second-hand smoke and
death. Yes, you heard me right.
Second-hand smoke is harmless.
In fact, second-hand smoke may
even have a protective effect.
These are the findings of a
study commissioned by the
World Health Organization. The
study took. nine years to complete and looked at people from
11 different European regions.
The scientific experiment
also concluded "there is no association between lung cancer risk
and second-hand smoke exposure during childhood."
What is more amazing is that
the World Health Organization
paid for the study to try and
prove how bad second-hand
smoke was. Now that the find-

ings are contrary to their cause,
the have refused to publish it. I
think all of those people that
demonize Big Tobacco owe them
an apology.
On a related link, New York
City is considering a ban on
smoking in all bars and restaurants. "Oh, well it's about time,"
I hear anti-smoking Nazis say.
Let me guess; you are all tired of
smokers polluting your air and
stinking up your clothes. Well,
guess what. Non-smokers do-not
have to frequent bars and restaurants where smoking is allowed.
I mean if I don't want Mexican
food tonight, I won't go to Cafe
Ole.
But the problem is deeper
than this. Let us assume that the
anti-smoking Nazis are right.
This means we believe smoking
is responsible for thousands of
deaths, cancer, and the corruption of youth. If Jobacco is that
bad, than why is it still LEGAL?
I'll tell you why government

would rather demonize this
industry than make it illegal. It's
all about the tax money. It sure
was nice to have Big Tobacco to
kick around and rob when government wanted more money.
Both state and federal governments depend heavily on the tax
revenues collected from tobacco
sales. The government lies to
you. They don't want you to quit
smoking. To quote their own
commercial, they really do want
you to "buy a pack today,"
If anti-smoking Nazis really
cared about your health, they
would just make tobacco illegal
and bedone with it. Instead,
they bully and kick around a

legal industry that is making an
honest dollar.
Lots of things are bad for us
that are legal products that the
government doesn't destroy.
Alcohol will probably be next.
After that, these health nuts
wishing to impose their morals
on everybody will try to shut
down fast food. Hey, look at the
fat content in fast food. Fat causes blockage in the arteries, which
causes heart attacks. Heart
attacks kill millions of people
every year. Are these anti-smoking nuts going to sue fast food
under the lie of recovering
health costs? They probably will.
The sad part is they will find
some knuckle-headed jury to let
them get away with it.

Jerel Thomas is the most
responded-to columnist at the
Arbiter. To add your two cents, send
all hate mail and love letters to edi-

tot@arbitermnil.com
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George's Cycles.s'"
Applebee's
Goody's
Papa .John's
AT&T Wireless Services
Idaho Mountain
Pojos Fun:.~'Cel?-,ter
Boise Little Theater
Idaho Pizza Company
ProntoPup
Boondocks Fun Center
Just Roses
Q~Za.r.~
Bronco' College Book§"·"...
Lee's Candies
SchlotzskY"sDeli
Burger In' Brew
Moonrise MountaArrI't:~;!,\Skipper'sSeafood
~'i\
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,-.; • "'.
Cafe' Ole
NuLook Car Wash»,..e'r>(;iSmoky
Mountain.Pizza
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Cobby's
Old Chicago
.,","~ Shari's Resta.t:ir~~:,,;,
Galaxy
...,.P.apa ...::.i~..:..:...::...:..:.....:.__
Joe's
The Athlete'
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Women's H.ealth I 0 I
by Lesleigb ~
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Sure,everyone knows about
fibro myalgia, monthly breast
exams, Proiac, and the godlike
prestige of antioxidants.
Thank God, these mainstream
messages seem to have
wormed their ways into our
everyday vernacular. Women
are finally gaining the vocabulary to label their ailments,
moving us farther and father
from the time-honored practice
of blaming women's illness on
their nerves, hysteria, mental
inferiority, and/or uterus.
Although the medical profession still lords over the feudal property of our bodies,
women gain greater control as
health and wellness informa'tion becomes more easily
accessible. Professional prevention and intervention are pretty darn handy, but awareness
of and control over our bodies
remain the most important
ingredients of women's health.

I relish every. tidbit of information that grants me greater
control of. my body. Granted,
I'm more likely to pop some
ibuprofen for one of my mindnumbing headaches than to
fumble around in search of
that damn, elusive pressure
point on my hand. For the
most part, however, the greater
distance I place between my
body chemistry and the pharmacy, the better.
'
The choices a woman makes
about her health remain her
own. I have my preferences and
other women have theirs, but
when it comes right down to it,
knowing the details of her ailments and its treatments can
prove a woman's best response
to her body's monologue ..

IT'S NOT ALL IN YOUR HEAD;
IT'S IN YOUR BRAIN
Studies show that twelve

percent of American women
and six percent of American
men will suffer from clinical'
depression at least once in their
lives. Despite its pervasiveness,
many diagnosed with it remain.
silent, leery of shouldering the
baggage of the "D" word. .
Their fears may be well
founded. Even now, some pe0ple labor under the delusion
that sufferers.of depression
simply need to learn to buck
up, visualize a rainbow, and
turn that frown upside down.
Since biochemicals have a
slightly greater impact than
positive affirmations in staving
off depression, telling a
depressed person to lighten up
is the equivalent of advising a
diabetic,to turn her diabetic
coma into ninety winks.
Books on depression
abound, some even succeeding
in turning the subject's frown
upside down. One author actu-

ally highlighted
some of. the illness' positive dimensions. "Just
imagine the world without
depression," she mused in an
interview. "... You wouldn't
have art. You wouldn't have
For Whom the Bell Tolls. You
wouldn't have Hamlet."

WHAT A PAIN
Ninety percent of us have
had one. For more than 405 million of us, they're as faithful.as
Old Yeller and as welcome as
Cujo. Although women seem
their primary target, none are
immune.
No doubt about it;
headaches are a huge pain.
Current theory links
'
headaches to estrogen levels,
explaining how the monthly
and lifelong tides of a
woman's menstrual cycle can
. also impact the waxing and

waning of her headaches. To
deal with them, professionals
suggest keeping a headache
diary that notes the date, time'
of day, frequency, and other
factors that may impact the
aching in one's noggin.
Deciding whether to treat
headaches with shots, pain
relievers, or homeopathic remedies should prove a lot easier
when we have a better understanding of why we're suffering.

TO REPRODUCE OR NOT TO
REPRODUCE
For some of us, reproductivehealth means keeping the
world safe from mini-uses,
while for others, it can represents anything from ovulation
tests to sexually transmitted
infections. Rather than try to,

WELLS
.FARGO
.
.
Join our Management Team as A
Manager Trainee
(Credit Manager)
Wells Fargo Financial Is looking for goal oriented,
competitive Individuals to enter our management trainee
program.
Our management trainee position and promote from within
policy will allow you to assume a branch management
position within 3 years or less. Our Trainee position offers
the follOWing:
o Starting salary form 29K with quarterly reviews and merit
raises.
o Excellent benefit package.
o Excellent thrift: and profit participation
o In depth training program.
o Over 1,000 offices nationwide
o Paid Internships available for undergraduates.
Requirements

o 4 year degree.
o Minimum of a 2.75 GPA.
oGood communication! skills.
o Competitive and outgoing personality.

The only thing
between you and
a higher score
isamodem.
No matter who you are, no matter where you are. With Kaplanthe world leader in test prep-prepare online for the LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, MCAT or NCLEX.You will score higher ... guaranteed.

Send (or fax) resumes to:

Wells Fargo Financial
Attn:John Coulthard, Manager
6990 Overland Road
Boise, 10, 83709
. 208 376-0252
208377-5857 Fax
www.wellsfargoflnancial.com
" __ .
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I'm continually amazed at how
ignorant many of us remain on
our very own sources of life,
pain, and miracles, our very
own God boxes, our.vaginas.
capture this huge issue in one
to two paragraphs, I've compiled a list of interesting
reproductive morsels.
Call me naive, but last I
heard before researching this
article, IUD stood for ."It's
ultra deadly." Now they're all
. the rave. Behind my·not-tooobservant back, it seems those
wily docs managed to mutate ,
the intrauterine device into a
safe, effective means to keep
our procreation at bay.
. Birth control pills, those little crapshooters, may increase
the risks of breast-and cervical
cancers and decrease the risks
of endometrial and ovarian
cancers.
'Human papilloma virus
. (HPV), a diverse and sometimes-sexually transmitted
infection, infects some 20 million Americans. The virus is
often only detectable through
Pap tests; untreated, some
strains may morph into cervical cancer.The moral? Get
thee to the duckbill.
House Bill S09, which puts a
leash on Medicaid-funded abortions regardless of a woman's
health risks, has recently
gained legislative momentum.
Those interested can email
their senators at
info@lsQ,state,jd,ys. (So sue me
for plugging my cause.)

GYNECOLOGICAL CORNER

RET 1REM E N TIN

Obviously, these four subjects represent but a grain of
salt on the buffet of women's
health. I could just as easily
have discussed eating disorders,
anxiety attacks, perlrnenopause,
and beta carotene. Resources
for those issues abound; my job
lies in whetting your appetite
for the feast Women's History
Month has to offer. Tantalized
individuals may want to contact the BSU Women's Center,
the BSU Counseling Center, or
the Health and Wellness
Centers for more information.
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'Tax-deferred solutions

pantyhose as I rather hypocritically adjusted mine under my
costume. In addition to bunching up in all the wrong places
and erupting into toe-strangling holes, I mourned, the
damn things contributed to' .
yeast infections! My friend was
dumbfounded; pantyhose darkener of legs, controller of
jiggle,.savior from pantylines
and cellulite - could thus
betray her? Every humanmade fabric that stretches over
the bikini area interrupts the
ebb and flow of air, I lectured.
Nylon and satin panties, pantyhose, tights: all work in legion
with one of the most inconvenient infections known to
,womankind.
Yeah, I'm a laugh a minute.
Just picture the joy of
Christmas morning, sipping
eggnog from a mug while littering the floor with shiny ribbons and red and green wrap.
Nowimagine the Yuletide bliss
of tearing open a small, lightweight gift and finding
enclosed a box of unbleached,
cotton tampons, along with a
lecture on the toxic evils of the
common rayon variety.
Welcome to Christmas at my
home.

What good would an article
ori women's health serve if we
didn't discuss the nitty gritty
secrets of feminine hygiene,
one of the final frontiers? I'm
continually amazed at how
ignorant many of us remain on
our very own sources of life,
pain, and miracles, our very
own God boxes, our vaginas.
During the ''Vagina
Monologues," one of the cast
members and I struck up a discussion about the evils of
11 ••• al •• III~&.I.I'~Ud.2~&'iill.I"III••""."'I
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from TIAA-CREF can
help you reach your
retirement goals faster.

When you're investing for retirement, the adage
"never put off. until tomorrow

fo)'\',

.

,

'-".,

(all us
ali r '.:
taJC.5it~"n',5",
calcUlator' . :

TAX DEFERRAL MAKES A DIFFERENCE

what you can do today"

doesn't apply to taxes.

$102,068
That's because investments that aren't eroded by taxes
can add up to significantly more money for you-

Tax-deferred

savings after taxes·

$67,514

money you can use to supplement your pension and
Social Security.

Let our consultants show you all the advantages of tax
deferral, or call us for a free tax-savings calculator.
""

..

,.,.,

$100 per month for 30 years
Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs), IRAs and
other tax-saving solutions-along

with TIAA-CREF's

low expenses and solid history of performance-can

In this bypothetical

help you invest tax smart today so that you can reach

in a tax-deferred

your retirement goals faster in the years to come.

example,

setting aside $100.

investment

30 yean than Ibe

tax bracket &bows better growth after

same net amount put into a savings account.
and principal

value of investments

only and dQes

not

predict future res ulta, of any TIAA-CREF

subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

reflect expenses.

For .rnore complete information

returns

for illustrative

reflect aetual performance,

'Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59~ may be

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

Total

will fluctuate. and yield

may vary. TIle chart above is presented
purposes

monlb

with an 8% return in a 28%

account,

or

O£

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733.

ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before

you Invest. • TIAA-eREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products.
• Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and 11AA-CREF Life Insurance Co" New York, NY issue insurance and
annuities, • 11AA-eREF Trust Company, FS8 provides trust services .• Investment
not bank guaranteed.

products

0 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College

are

n!rt

FDIC Insured, may lose value and are

Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01104
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Greenbelt. safety a priority
for law enforcement
by J, Patrick Ke~
After last summer's violence
on the Greenbelt, the Boise
Police Department and Boise
Parks & Recreation are taking
protective measures to ensure
safety along the Boise River
this year.
Last July, Boise State student
Samantha Maher was abducted
in Julia Davis Park on her way
to class. Maher's body was
found in a cistern at a rural
Canyon County home. Darreil
Payne, of Nampa, was charged
with first-degree murder, rape,
kidnapping
and
robbery.
Payne's trial that was set for
March 50 has been moved to
September in allowance for his
defense.
Tragedy struck again along
the Greenbelt in "late August
when a United Airlines flight
attendant, Lynn Henneman
disappeared after walking from
a downtown restaurant to the
Doubletree
Hotel-Riverside.
Her body was found in the
Boise River near Garden City
two weeks later. Henneman's
killer was never caught.
The
Boise
Police

people need to be aware of their
Department
in partnership
surroundings
while - on the
with Boise Parks & Recreation
Greenbelt, and that being alone
is implementing _the . Park
on the river path after nightfall
Ranger Program. Six part-time
can be dangerous, 'We encourrangers will 'be patrolling the
age the use of cell phones, not
Greenbelt on bicycles and illheadphones because you can't
terrain vehicles. Boise Police
safely hear your surroundings.
Department spokesperson, Lt.
We encourage people to use the
Jim Tibbs, says the program is
Greenbelt with friends vs.
a great asset to the community.
"It's a great resource. Police . alone. Plus, it's more fun that
way. We encourage people to
personnel are training this
trust their instincts and realize
group of civilians. They will be
that they can be victims," Tibbs
easily recognized because they
said.
will be wearing an uniformed
Ada County's Sheriff substashirt with a park department
tion at Boise State University
logo. Their job is to offer assishandles security along the camtance to people along the
pus portion of the Greenbelt.
Greenbelt."
Sgt. Gary Rouse heads the
The
three-year-old
operation
at BSU, which
Greenbelt Volunteer Program
deploys both patrol cars, bicycle
will also add extra protection.
.
"People who frequent the parks " and foot patrols.
"Our officers are allover
are doing their part, especially
campus both night and day.
senior citizens. These volunThey're encouraged to canvas
teers carry cell phones and
the area on foot and by-bicycle
report crime along the river.
to ensure safety," Rouse said.
The more eyes out there; the
Rouse mentioned that hissafer our community will be,"
torically the campus portion of
Tibbs said.
the Greenbelt has been safe, but
Tibbs" also pointed out that
that people should' still be aware
of their environment at all
times. Both the Ada County
Sheriff's Department and the
Boise Police Department conduct safety seminars with selfdefense training. "
"The 'seminars have been
popular. We give away keychain whistles and discuss the
proper use of pepper spray and
demonstrate basic defensive
moves," Rouse said.
For more information about
g.. self-defense training call the
~ Ada
County
Sheriff's
g: Department at 426-1455 or the
& Boise Police Department at
577-6500.

a

What's missing from this picture? A) Starbuck's, B) Six
park rangers, or C) Yogi Bear
stealing a picnic basket. The
answer is at the bottom of the
page.
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Boise State to sponsor
blood drive A blood drive will be held from 9 a.m.-sp.m. Wednesday, April
11, at the-LDS Institute on University Drive across the street from
.the Boise State University Student Union and from 9 a.m-s p.m.
Thursday, April 12, in the Student Union Hatch Ballroom at Boise
State. The Boise State Student Union and Activities, Boise State
Volunteer Services Board, and the LDS Student Association are
sponsoring the drive. Blood will be donated to the American Red
Cross.
Donors should call to make an appointment; walk-ins are welcome but might have a short wait.
To schedule an appointment, call 544-8549. For more information, call 426-4248.

Outdoor Center kicks off
used equipment sale
The Boise State University Outdoor Center will be holding its
annual used equipment sale from 8a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday, April 7, in
the Outdoor Center parking lot at Boise State.
Boise State students can purchase used outdoor center equipment such as snowshoes, tents, backpacks, cross-country skis, inline skates, white water gear and much more.
Equipment can only be purchased byBSU students. Bring your
student LD. to the sale. For !D0re information, call 426-1946.

ASBSU, Student Activities
seeks BSU Hall of Fame
nominations
ASBSU and Student Activities are accepting nominations for
ASBSU Hall of Fame awards, which will go to the outstanding
graduating students in recognition of excellence at BSU.
The groups are also" accepting nominations for the David S.
Taylor Service to Students Award, which will be presented to an
outstanding administrator, faculty adviser, alumni or employee who
has done outstanding work with and for students.
Applications can _be picked up at the Student Activities and
ASBSU desk in the Student Union.
The deadline for the nominations is April 6. The recognition dinner for the awards will be held April 25 at 6 p.m. in the- Jordan
Ballroom. Call Student Activities at extension 1225 for more information.
;..Briifs ~elected.from BSU News Services
.~.
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Marrow drive seeks
potential donors

Professor blends
ecology, feminism
as scholar'

by Julie Garcia

by Sam GjU"cia

The
Societas Biophilia
(Biology Club) will be sponsoring the fourth annual
Diane Lamb memorial bone
marrow drive Wednesday
April 4 from 10 a.m, to 3 p.m.
in the
Ah Fong
and
Alexander rooms of the SUB.
St. Luke's Hospital will be
facilitating the drive through
the National Marrow Donor
.,Program (NMDP).
The drive will register
potential
donors for the
NMDP. A small blood sample
is all that is needed for entry
in the national registry. The
registry does not require the
participant
to donate. any
bone marrow or blood stem
cells - it only places the vol-

\-\(\~
..;\~~\t\C)

unteer on a list of potential
donors.
The" NMDP provides more
than 1,400 patients .. with
leukemia and other life threatening blood diseases .with
marrow and blood stem cell
transplants
annually.
Thousands of people suffer
from diseases treatable with
marrow or blood stem cell
transplants. The number of
people needing marrow is
much greater than what the
NMDP
can
provide.
Becoming a potential donor in
the registry can help lessen
that gap.
Further laboratory testing
will establish if a potential
donor matches a patient. The

volunteer will be contacted
arid educated about both donation procedures, peripheral
blood stem .cell and marrow,
and will be informed as to
which
method
is being
requested, by the NMDP.
Following a physical examination and the information session the potential donor will
be allowed to decide whether
or not they would like to
donate.
The Societias Biophilia
(Biology Club) will have a
booth in the main entrance of
the SUB for the entirety of
the drive to answer any questions and direct volunteers to
the drive location.

,

6\9 Bang

young earth
lleandertha\s

Come hear Dr. Chittick speak on

ORIGINS and
EARTH HISTORY
Wed, April 4 in Hatch 0 and
ThurSday April 5 in the Lookout Room,
at 2:45 pm, in the SUB
special notepresentation will be the same Jjothtimes
come when you can, leave when you must

Science and the Bible FULLY integrated
--:::-----~----~~_._---~----_.
._-------_.

The resignation of Pheobe
Lundy
from Boise State
University'S history department left some students without a professor. to teach their
classes. About 40 people' in a
class titled Saints and Sinners:
Understanding Labels, were able
remain enrolled thanks to a
woman named Chandra Silva.
Silva has been educating at
the university level for about
two years and it is a place she
knew she would want to contin-ue teaching after entering grad
school. She did her undergraduate work at BSU in the early
90's and was a student of
Pheobe Lundy. When given the
opportunity to take over Saints
and Sinners, Silva went for it.
She said, "In a strange twist of
fate it was such that I stepped
into this
History/Women
Studies class with a little background and a lot of enthusiasm ... This class is so exciting
with it's own diversity of perspective and participatory
style,"
Silva has' been teaching
Women's Studies Courses since
1997 when she interned and
taught with other professors.
She has a B.S. in Social Science
and her Masters in Women's
Studies from Minnesota State
University. Recently, Chandra
was accepted into Washington
State University's Ph.D. program of American Studies.
Silva believes learning about
feminism is important to gaining a well-rounded education
because, "it speaks to critical
thinking and social change.
Mostly it calls for a world
where everyone matters."
Silva waves many flags high.
She said, "Mine is theecofeminist charge because I sodesperately believe we need' to put
more time and energy insaying
the Earth's ecosystems and
creatures. Ecofeminism is that
.political theory thatca1ls:foran
accountability to the Earth. It
speaks to the merging' the

"I walked away from my
first Women's Studies
classroom experience
smarter, more
visionary, Cjoal-orlented
and connected than I had
ever felt before. For the
first time I could think
critically about who I
was, where I was going
and who was telling me
what to do. IfS about
learning to make a
.systems analysis. You
don't get there by
thinking everything In
the world Is okay,
.because Ifs not."
-Silva
Feminist Movement and the
Ecological Movement. I believe
that all of the intellectualizing
in the world isn't going to matter much if we don't have a
planet to live on:'
Silva is a firm believer in the
feminist tenant that reminds us
that. "the personal is political:'
She spoke of the discoveries she
made early on in her education
about feminism. "I walked away
from my first Women's Studies
classroom experience smarter,
more visionary, goal-oriented
and connected than I had ever
felt before. For the first time I
could think critically about who
I was, where I was going and
who was telling me what to do.
It's about learning to make a
systems analysis. You don't get
there by thinking everything in
the world is okay, because it's
not:' ,
,. Although Silva's time here at
Boise State University was will
. be short-lived, she may one day
return to the state with a doctorate degree under her belt
because, "The real. work to be
done is right here in Idaho."
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research & scholarship
Boise State receives
$1.9 million for high
tech center
Boise State has been awarded
a $1,990,168 grant to build a
high-technology center on its
new Boise State-West campus
'in Canyon County, GoY. Dirk
Kempthorne announced today.
The facility will be called The
Technology
and
Entrepreneurial
Center
(TECenter).
The U.S. Department of
Commerce grant helps meet the
goals outlined by Kempthorne's
Science
and
Technology
Council.
The TECenter's vision is to
provide entrepreneurs
with
assistance in developing their
products
and
businesses
through university resources.
With assistance from faculty
and students, entrepreneurs
will get the help they need.
Involvement in the TECenter
will also enhance the educational experience for university students by working with "real"
businesses.
The TECenter will work in
partnership with two estab. lished programs at Boise State,
the Idaho Small Business
Development
Center
and
TechHelp. The College of
Business and Economics and
the College of Engineering will
also provide resources.
The
-to.ooo-square-foot
TECenter will be able to provide space to support up to 20
businesses with conference
rooms, fax and copying equipment, Internet access, and other
needs. The facility will have
business and technical consultants on site to offer assistance.

Master of Fine Arts
exhibitions open until
April 13
'1\ Mother's Wit: Valuing
the
Home,
Roots : and
Motherhood," an exhibition by
Angela
Neiwert,
and
"Hybridity: Religio~, Art an? .a
Chicano/a Identity, an exhibition by Alma Gomez, will ~on
display April 2-15 m the VISUal
Arts Center Gallery 2 in the
Hemingway Center. The exhi-

bitions are thesis projects for
Neiwert and Gomez, who are
completing the master or fine
arts program in the art department.
.
A reception for both exhibitions will be held 6:50 p.m.
April 6 in· the gallery. The
reception is free and open to the
public. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.5 p.m. Monday through Friday
and noon-s p.m. Saturday.
Admission is free.
Neiwert's exhibition will feature mixed media ceramic and
quilt work. Gomez's works are
oil paintings and drawings. For
more information, call .4265994.

--...,..
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Professor searches for
grave of film star during
trip' to Canada

music department. Tonne is a
singer, guitarist, jazz musician
and actor who has appeared in
movies and on television. He
will be in Boiseto. perform with
the Steve March Torme
Quartet on Boise Club Night of .
the Gene Harris Jazz Festival.
Australian actor Ronald William Byram, who perished during
For more information about
the filming of Nell Shipman's "Back to God's Country," can be seen
the master class, call extension
in some frames of the film's final cut.
5980. For' information about
Other frames, probably shot on a Hollywood set, feature ~yrain's
the Gene Harris Jazz Festival,
replacement in the film..
.
call extension 1205 or visit
More
than
80
years
after
a
tragic
death
marredthe
filming
of
www.geneharris.org.
.
Nell Shipman's silent epic, in a remote area north ?f Edm~nton,
Alberta, Boise State English professor Tom Trusky ISreturmng to
the area to try to find the grave of the perished actor,
Trusky, who has devoted a. good portion. of his career 'to
Deadline extended for
researching
Shipman's life and work, and tracking down her films
art submissions
from as far away as England, hopes to find the grave of .Ronald
William Byram. The Australian actor traveled to Canada m 1919
The deadline for submisfor the starring role in Shipman's new film. .
.
sions to the Student and
Trusky
is
traveling
to
Edmonton
later
this
week
for
a
screenmg
Visiting artist presents
Alumni juried art exhibit, slatceramic workshop
ed to run from April 19-May 17 of Shipman's "Back to God's Country," spo~sore? by the Idaho
Film Collection at Boise State and the University of Alberta.
in the new Alumni Center, has
During his visit, Trusky will also present lectures and hos~an exhibeen
extended
to
April
11.
A ceramic vvorkshop by visitbition of the works by the deaf, self-taught Idaho artist James
Potential entrants must subing artist Robert Brady will be
Castle.
mit three to five pieces or delivpresented from 9:50 a.m.-5 p.m.
"It's a fascinating and tragic story," said Trusky about Byr~m,
April 4--5, in the Liberal Ar.ts er original work to the Alumni
who contracted pneumonia during the first few weeks of shootmg
Center, 1175 Grant. St. by the
Building Room 150. He will
"Back to God's Country". The 52-year-old actor was· tak~n ~o
also give a slide show and lec- deadline. The art show will be
Edmonton and died on April 22 in the Royal Alexander Hospital in
the focus of the center's grand
ture at 1:50p.m. April 4. Brady's
Edmonton.
.
opening celebrations. Work can
visit is part of the art departShipman
replaced
Byram
with
an
American
actor,
Wheeler
either be donated to the center
ment's Visiting Artists in
Oakman, but according to Trusky, glimpses of the d~omed
outright in exchange for center
Ceramics program.
Australian actor can be seen in dramatic dog sled scenes m the
benefits, or artists may choose
Brady has a studio in
film's finale. Trusky postulates that the frames with. Byram were
to receive a 50 percent commisBerkeley, Calif., and teaches at
included in "Back to God's Country" because the action could not
sion. Call extension 1851 for
California State University in
be re-created on Hollywood sets during final editing.
more information.
Sacramento. In addition to his
"Back to God's Country"is the earliest surviving featur~ film bywork in ceramics, Brady is
the Canadian-born Shipman and went on to become. an mternaknown for his drawings.
tional sensation. But until now, the film's original leading man has
Cost for the two-dayworkbeen all but forgotten.
. .
,
Students,
professor
to
shop is $25 for anyone in t.he
Trusky hopes to change that by finding Byram s grav~ and
community and free for BOIse
present research at
memorializing his contribution to Shipman's historic film. While he
State students, faculty and staff.
national conference
has learned the actor was buried in Edmonton; the exact whereOne course credit is available
abouts are still a mystery. Trusky has received some clues about
for
an
additional
fee.
Communication professor
where the actor might be .buried from contac~ at an Edmonton
Registration begins at 9:15 a.m. Laurel Traynowicz .and five
hospital, from Canadian historian Gordon Sparling, and fro~ proApril 4. The slide show an lecstudents from the College of ducers at Great Northwest Productions in Edmonton, who interture are free to the public and
Social Science and Public
viewed Trusky for a documentary film on Shipman that :-vill~e
may be attended separately
Affairs attended the National
released later this year. He'll follow up on those leads during his
from the workshop. For more
Conference on Undergraduate
stay in the area.
. .
.
information, contact art profesResearch at Lexington, Ky.,
"I'm looking forward to contmumg my search. It would be very
sor Jim Budde at extension
earlier this month. The stufitting to be able to find where Byram is buried," Trusky said.
5608.
dents are all participants in the
Trusky first became interested in the pioneering filmmaker Nell
SSPA Undergraduate Research
Shipman nearly 20 years ago and conducted a search over a number
Initiative. Traynowicz presentof years for her films, which had been presumed lost and destroyed.
ed a co-written paper titled
He recovered five films from as far away as England; many have
Guest artist to present
"Encouraging
an
since been released on video. In 1987, Trusky edited and published
vocal master class
Undergraduate
Research
Shipman's autobiography, '~he Silent Sc~een &. My Talking
Culture" at the conference.
Heart," as part of Boise State s West:rn Wnt~rs Senes.
.
Visiting musician Steve
Trusky, the world's leading ~uthonty on ShIpm?TI'ha~ also gIven
March Torrne will give a vocal
-Complied by Arbiter staff
introductory lectures at Shipman retrospectives ,m France,
master class from 5:5Q-4 p.m. from wire and News Service
Switzerland, Italy, the United States and Canada. He IS cu~rently
Thursday, April 5, in the
Reports.
compiling "Letters from God's Country: Nell Shipman
Morrison Center Room C125.
Correspondence, 1918-1970."
,
..
.
The class is free and open to the
According to Trusky, interest m Shipman and her work IS skypublic and is presented by the
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Abortion pill sparks debate on
campuses nationwide
.
Many college health centers have opted not to provide Ru-486, citing that

by Annette Henke
The controversy surrounding the November approval of
RU-486 (mifepristone)
has
extended itself to college campuses nationwide. The debate is
centered on whether campuses
can and should provide students access to the drug.
Many college health centers
have opted not to provide the
drug, citing that they are unable
to meet the FDA distribution
requirements.
These requirements state
that only doctors who "are able
to provide surgical intervention
in case of incomplete abortion
or severe bleeding" or who can
make "plans in advance to provide such care through others
keep" may provide the drug,

Many have interpreted this
language to mean that student
health centers within a reasonable distance of a hospital can
provide the drug, while others
believe that the student health
center itself must be able to
provide the surgery if needed.
Emory
University,
University of Georgia at
Athens, Boston University, all
Florida public universities and
University of Pennsylvania
have opted not to make the
drug available to students. Yale
recently announced that RU486 (marketed under the brand
name Mifeprex) . would be
available to students. Yale
already provides students with
surgical abortions.

they are unable to meet the FDAdistribution requirements ... Many have

Interpret.ed this to mean that student health centerS within a reasonable
distance of a hospital can provide the drug, while others believe that the
student health center Itself must be able to provide the surgery If needed.
The manufacturer had no
plans to market the drug in the
United States or any other
country in which the social and
political conditions were not
prepared for the drug ..
The drug works by blocking
the receptors of the hormone
progesterone. Progesterone is
needed to maintain pregnancy.
Mifepristone is followed by a
dose of misoprostol which
expels the embryo. The drug
must be taken within the first

. 49 days of pregnancy. The
FDA found in clinical trials in
the United States and France
that the drug was between 92
and 95.5 percent effective.
Proponents of the drug say
that the procedure.is as safe as
suction abortion, which is noninvasive and requires no anesthesia. Side effects of the drug
include uterine cramps, bleeding, nausea and fatigue, similar
to the symptoms of a natural
miscarriage.
According to the FDA, 1 in
100 women experience heavy
enough bleeding that surgical
intervention is required. Of the
women in the United States,
95.7 percent said they would
recommend the drug.
The drug is not appropriate
for women with ectopic pregnancies, or for women using

IUDs.
.Most universities currently
provide students with. contraceptives. UI and BSU student
health centers do not provide
abortions but do provide contraception, birth control counseling and pregnancy care. As is
the case with most student
health centers, the UI student
health center can provide referrals to organizations such as
Planned Parenthood for abortions. Mifeprex will be manufactured in the United States by
the Danco Group, a company
based out of New York.

.Annette Henke is a reporterfor
Argonaut at the
University qf Idaho. Article
reprinted with permission.

the Idaho

research and scholarship cont. from pg. 15
rocketing. "She was ahead of her time in many respects, and people
are recognizing that," he said. Shipman strongly believed in location
shooting and independent filmmaking, he noted. Her films featured
women heroes, and she supported humane treatment of animals in
films.
"She was sensitive about the environment and the sacredness of
the land, and this was in 1920," Trusky added.
Shipman was born in Victoria and grew up in Seattle. She
embarked on a vaudeville career as a young girl. After finding success with the melodrama "Back to God's Country," Shipman
brought a film crew and a menagerie of wild and domestic animals
'to the remote shores of Priest Lake in northern Idaho. At Lionhead
Lodge, her wilderness film studio, Shipman battled weather and
financial disasters to create films starring kind animals and strong
women
Her attempts to create films on location in that wild and isolated land resulted in events that were as dramatic, and ultimately
more tragic, than any of her films. She died in 1970.
Additional information about Shipman and her work can be
found at the Idaho Film Collection's on-line archive at www;boisestate,edu/hemingway/film,htm.

-Compiled'from BSU news services
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Ad made March a controversial month for campus newspapers
by Sharon Foldes

.

Daily Orange (Syracuse UJ
(U- WIRE)
SYRACUSE,
N.Y. - Some call it a foul-intentioned campaign. Others label it
as a test. on the boundaries of
the U.S. Constitution's First
Amendment Everyone considers it controversial.
When conservative columnist David Horowitz tried to
run full-page advertisements in
about 40. college newspapers
across the nation at the beginning of this month, his campaign against reparations for
slavery roused a national
uproar.
At Brown University in
Providence, R.I., angry protesters seized about 40,000 copies of
.the Brown Daily Herald after it
ran the ad, 'Ten Reasons Why
Reparations for;Slavery is a Bad
Idea - and Racist Too:'
The advertisements claimed
no one group is responsible for
slavery, argued blacks owe the
United States gratitude and

asserted reparations victimize
blacks, who Horowitz said
should be thankful to whites
who fought to free them from
bondage.
Proponents of reparations
counter that those responsible
for slavery should pay money to
blacks for the financial ramifications caused by the multi-generational institution.
Horowitz, who is the editor
in
chief'
of
FrontPageMagazine.com
and
the president of the Center for
the Study of Popular Culture,
originally sent the full-page
advertisement
to
the
University of Chicago's The
Chicago Maroon
and the
California State University,
Northridge's The Daily Sundial
in response to reparations
awareness days on those campuses,
said
Horowitz's
spokesman Stephen Brooks.
The Chicago Maroon ran' the

advertisement, while The Daily
Sundial rejected it - which is
when Horowitz decided to
expand' the campaign to other
colleges, Brooks added.
"He felt that it was a disservice to the college community
that only one side of the argument was being heard," Brooks
said. "College is a place where
ideas are supposed to be shared.
'~s we received more and
more rejections, he was surprised at the level of censorship
by presumably independent
newspapers."
Some campus papers, including Syracuse University's The
Daily Orange, Yale University's
Daily News
and Cornell
University'S Daily Sun, have
opted to decline Horowitz's
advertisement in their newspapers.
In North Carolina, the mood
was hostile at Duke University
after its student newspaper, The

they can. They don't think
Chronicle, ran the ad.
unpopular opinion has to supAbout 200 students stormed
pressed,
but rather, debated.
its office, demanding the paper
The notion of free inquiry and
apologize for running it and
debate is valued on this cam-'
donate the profit to charity.
pus."
The Chronicle's Editor in
Duke senior Christopher
Chief Greg Pessin refused to
Curtis said he found The
back down.
Chronicle's decision to print the
.'~ newspaper, especially a
ad so appalling that he wrote a
newspaper which is supposed
letter to the paper expressing
to cover and serve a college,
his anger.
.
should value a free exchange of
"I .was offended by its igno- .
ideas," Pessin said. .~. campus
ranee and general insensitivity,"
newspaper should be compelled
said Curtis, a public policy
to publish all sides of an issue.
major. 'The ad is not the issue,
An open debate and open disbut it's The Chronicle's decision
course sometimes comes at the
to run it and accept money for .
cost of comfort:'
it."
..,..
But The Chicago Maroon
When
the
University
of
printed
the advertisement
Wisconsin at Madison's student
without any outcry from students, said U of Chicago . newspaper, The Badger Herald,
spokesman Larry Arbiter.
. printed the advertisement, .a
group
of
100 protesters
.~ lot of people expected us
marched to the paper's offices
to run it," Arbiter said. "It's our
philosophy to debate ideas as
eont, on pg. 21.
robustly and academically as

ACCOUNTS AT

CAPITAL EDUCATORS
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

BSU Employees
NO monthly service charge, N.Oper item fees, unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we. pay dividends on your account,
We have NO surcharge ,ATlVls at all three office locations. Check out our website at
www.capedfcu.org and FREE Home Banking!!! How can you beat FREE?
Call

208-377-4600

.
_Capital
Educators
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

I

FREE DRAFT (CHECKING)

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

or

1-800.-223-7283

or stop by today.

7450 Thunderbolt Dr., Boise 83709
500 E. Highland, Boise 83706
12195 McMillan Rd., Boise 83713
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$3,000.00

Up to
Per
Semesterfor Full-time Students!
*Work one weekend per month and
15 days per year!

,.
*Up to $ 1,171.50 monthly salary
while attending Initial Training!
*Obtain a skillin a highly
marketable career field such as:

Law Enforcement, Medical,
Electronics, Communications, and
many other fields!

·w

For More information contact:

TSgt Rod Elson
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909
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"Who are you Calling Queer?
How to Make Your Department
Sensitive
to Lesbian,
Gay,
. Bisexual
and
Transgender
Issues" by speaker Stephanie
Carnahan, Student Union Jordan
Ballroom A. 6 p.m. Presented' by
Student Union and Activities.
Free. Call 426-1228.

!

APRIL 8
"An Evening
With
the
Masters," Morrison Center Main
Hall. 7:80 p.m. Presented by Boise
Master Chorale. Tickets: $15 at
Select-a-Seat,
426-1110
or
www.idahotickets.com.

APRIL 4-0
"Footloose," Morrison Center
Main Hall. 8 p.m. Presented by
Theater League of Idaho. Tickets:
$25-$42.50
at
Select-a-Seat,
www.idahotickets.com or call 4261110.

Luau, Student Union Jordan
Ballroom. 6 p.m. Presented by
Boise State student club Hui-aAloha. Tickets: $15 adults, $8 students of all ages, free to kids under
5 in advance, $2 more at the door.
Show only tickets: $5. Tickets at
Select-a-Seat,
426-1110
or
www.idahotickets.com.

Ceramics Workshops by visiting artist Robert Brady, Liberal
Arts Building Room 150. 9:80
a.m.-5 p.m. Lecture and slide show
I:80 p.m. April 4. Lecture is free.
Workshop is free to Boise State
students, faculty and staff and $25
for others. Call 426-3608.

Guest artist Neil Wilson,
baritone, Morrison Center Recital
. Hall. 4 p.m. Tickets: $5 general
admission, $3 seniors and free to
students and Boise State faculty
and staff. Call 426-3980.

APRIL 5
"The Catch," a short film by
theatre
arts
professor
Phil
Atlakson, The Flicks, 646 Fulton
St. Reception starts at 6 p.m. and
runs continuously .throughout
screenings at 7 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 8
p.m., 8:30 p.m. Tickets: $10 at The
Flicks, Student Union Info Desk
or at the door. Call 426-4636.

Steve March Torme master
class, Morrison Center Room
C125. S:3()-4.:30 p.m. Presented by
Boise State music department.
Free. Call 426-3980.
APRIL 6
Brentano
String
Quartet,
Morrison Center Recital Hall. 8
p.m. Presented by Boise Chamber
Music Society and Boise State
music department. Tickets: $10$15. Call 426-3980.
Gene Harris Jazz Festival
200 1, Pavilion. 7 p.m. Tickets:
$50, $25, $20, $16 & $12 adults;
$50, $22, $17, $18, $9 students
and seniors, at Select-a-Seat, 4261766 or www.idahotickets.com.

\
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Gene Harris
2001 Club
Night, various locations. 5 p.m.
Presented by Boise State music
department. Tickets: $15 and $20
at Select-a-Seat, 426-1766 or
www.idahotickets.com.

; 1021 BROADWAY AVENUE I BOISE I 385-9300 I OPEN DAILY

student clinics, Student Union. 9
a.m.-5 p.m. Free, Ca1l426-1208.

APRIL 9-MAY 18
"Inspired by Words" Exhibit,
Student Union Gallery. 7 a.m.-II
p.m. daily. Presented by Student
Union and Activities. Opening
exhibition .5:30 p.m. April 20. Free.
Call 426-4636.
APRIL 10
Piano studio recital, students
of Del Parkinson,
Morrison
Center Recital Hall. 7:80 p.m.
Presented by Boise State music
department. Free. Call 426-3980.
Triple feature SPB films (
"Comb,"
"Backyard,"
Anamorphosis,"
Special Events
Center. 7 p.m. Presented by Boise
State Student Programs Board.
Tickets at door: $2 general admission, $1 students. Call 426-4636,

LECTURES and
CONFERENCES
APRIL 9
Applied History presentation,
Simplot/Micron
Instructional
Technology Center, Room 210. 2
p.m. Five members of the applied
history cohort will conclude their
two years of research with a multi
media presentation. Free. Call 4268701.
.

APRIL

10
"Resolving Conflict: The Test

~~~~!_~~~~~e~~~ ~~~~~~~~~_~~~
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APRIL 6
Boise State women's tennis vs,
Weber State, Boas Tennis Center.
Call 426-4787.
APRIL 7
Boise State women's tennis vs,
Utah, Boas Tennis Center. Call
426-4787.
APRIL' 9
Bronco
Men's
Basketball
Awards Banquet, Allen Noble Hall
of Fame. 6:80 p.m. Tickets:' $20.
Call 426-1952.
APRIL 11
Intramural golf toumament
registration.
Call Boise State
Recreation Center at 426-1181.

SPECIAL

EVENTS

APRIL 4
Fourth Annual Diane Lamm
Marrow Donor Drive. Presented
by Boise State Biology Club and St
Luke's Mountain States Tumor
Institute: Student Union Ah Fong
and Alexander rooms. 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. Call 881-8109.
APRIL 7
Outdoor equipment sale (for
students only), Outdoor Center
parking lot. Rain location: TBA.
Presented by Boise State Outdoor
Center. Call 426-1946.
APRIL 9-10
ASBSU Election
Debates,.
Student Union Brava! Stage. 11 :80
a.m.-l p.m. Presented by ASBSU.
Free. Call 426-H40.
APRIL 11
Advising Fair. Canyon County
Center, 1-8 p.m. Sponsored by
Canyon Student Services. 42640760.
APRIL 11-12
ASBSU elections,
Student
Union, Education, Engineering,
Business, Morrison Center, Multipurpose, Pavilion, Technology
buildings on 4/ I J. Student Union
and the Pavilion only on 4/12 9
a.rn-s p.m. and 7-9 p.m.

.....
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Boise State grads find adventure
in the shadow of Everest

'Carhartt ;.~.
Washed Duck wort< Short

PHOTOGRAPHERSI
The Arbiter needs
yOU.

by Joe Carbel'Q'
that drains from the Himalayas
Chad Randol's fork dipped into
But it was the Nepalese people
opened the eyes of the river runthe tuna can as the last of his
that left the most lasting impresners. Gleason remembers getting
Thanksgiving dinner went down
sion on the crew. Labeled a thirdstuck in two huge holes on one
the tube. The Snickers bar had disworld country in Western vocaburiver.'
.
appeared moments earlier as four
lary, the Nepalese people live with
"It was the biggest water I'd..
Boise State graduates finished the
an entirely different value system.
ever been on," Gleason said. "I
last of their holiday dinner on the
While we here in America often
.went into the green room ·twice on
banks of the Sun Kosi river in
worry about our SUVs and stockoptions, the people of Nepal focus . the Karnali. I'd go over a wave and
.Nepal.
not know what I" was going into." .
Randol, along with Brett
their attention on family, religion
The green room is the dark
Gleason of Boise, Brent Peterson
and survival. Unfortunately, the
silence that kayakers experience
of Moscow and Jon' Metz of
survival of a Nepalese family can
when they go into a deep hole on a
Lowman departed from Boise for
rest on income from Western
river ..
Nepal on Oct 12 to kayak on the
tourism.
"It was just real quality river
"The crazy thing is there are so
rooftop of the world and now
running;" Randol said. "You can't
found themselves eating a skimpy . many people in that country that
really beat an overnight trip with
Thanksgiving dinner in the shaddon't work and there are only a few
Mount Everest in the background.
that work and make good money,"
ow of Mount Everest. The group
The Mrsygandi was like that. It
had missed the takeout for the
Gleason said.
was class for four days with conEvery time the group found
Tamba Kosi and were stuck floattinuous Himalayan backdrops."
themselves in the mountains at
ing one of the largest rivers in the
Despite the beautiful rivers and
put-ins and take-outs for different
world with no food,
wonderful
people, the weary travrivers they would find children and
.
'We had read that you could do
elers were elated not having to
adults swarming around them,
all of the nice whitewater and then
spend another holiday without
bursting with curiosity. Nepalese
take out at the dam," Randol said.
food.
Gleason, Randol and
"But when we got to the put in, no
children would tryon the kayaking
Peterson returned home in time
helmets while sitting in their boats
one spoke English so we didn't now
for Christmas.
Unfortunately,
and unscrewing the drain plugs.
exactly where the take out was." .
Metz
had
to
miss
the Christmas
"Every
trip,
when
you're
way
As a result the group was left
holiday in the states after he lost
out of the city and in the mounscraping for food at a time when
his passport in Thailand.
tains, the kids were totally interestthey would normally be eating a fat
"It was a real bummer that we
ed
in
what
you
were
doing
and
turkey dinner.
had to leave Metz,' Randol said.
always gathered around to check us
The next morning the team
"But we really had no choice.
out," Gleason said. 'We would
paddled to a small town called
Luckily he got home before New
sometimes
have
50
people
with
Haka Pour where they met up with
Years:'
smiling faces looking at us like we
an army core engineer who was
All of the boaters hope that
working on a bridge for the . were freaks of nature:' With all of
this is just the beginning of their
the
sights
and
sounds
of
a
foreign
Nepalese government. The engi- .
foreign kayaking adventures.
country that can often distract
neer took the tattered group in, fed
"It's such a great experience
travelers into just playing tourist,
them, gave them a place to sleep
being out there," Gleason said.
the
team
still
accomplished
what
it
and then pointed them in the direc"It's so good for the soul to see the
set out to do and that was run
tion of Kathmandu, a mere 24rivers of the world and catch a
rivers. The sheer volume of water
hour bus ride.
glimpse of how other people live:'
'When we were on the Sun Kosi
there were. two thoughts going
'Are you from Paddler Magazine?" they asked ... Sure,
through my head," Gleason said.
whatever you want, just gimme action shots.
"One was that we were going to
have to paddle 125 miles with no
hoto b : Ted Harmon the Arbiter
food and the other was that we
would be super lucky and catch the
road. We were so happy to meet
that engineer who spoke English:'
Fortunately for the Idahoans,
the trip. wasn't all confusion and
.misunderstandings.
During their
stay, the four worked for Equator
expeditions, a company founded by
Sun Valley's Gerry Moffet. They
safely boated for commercial raft
trips and taught kayaking lessons
for foreign tourists. 'The divers!ty
of the people we worked With
along with the Nepalese charm
really made me feel alive," Randol
said. "In one class alone I had an
Australian lady, a Canadiari gal,
two Norwegians and a Danish
guy."
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12 ounce, 100%
collonduclt
garment Washed
lor softness, tool
pocke~hammer
loop and zipper fty.
B258RH

. WORKMAN
OUrn'rltRS
1008 VISTA 342-5479

.

for more info ...
call Ted.
Harmon at

345-8204

VISTA VILlAGE

PresideXl:t's Writing Awards
Ca~egorlell Cor FreshD1en. Personal Essay,
OplDlon Ellsay. Research-Based
Article or .
Essay. Technical COD1D1unlcadon and
Spanish Essay or Research Paper.
Inqulrle. and DUUlU.cript:a.hould be aCSdre
•• ed ~o:
Sherry GroPP. EncU.h DeparbDen~
Bol.e S~a~e unt __ lty. 83725
Phone: 426-4209

MAIN ~TREET
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Old Boise
Our best Party is going to be on
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and Boat Give Away
This is the party when we have a drawing for our

King

and

Which entitles you to free drinks for one year..

Queen

tall c

19"fo
.

.

an'. ""II) a

OtSk-

Just for
I 80 .
throu h INa/kin
at
9 thed 9
.

.

con

The door prize that night is the most incredible giveaway a bar has ever donelll

We will give away the following items:

Falcon Sport Ski

, ...

. tfio

(no Iie- someone from In the Bistro that night will win a boat)

free drinks for a year
Budlight wakeboard
tons of other prizes
All prizes are door prizes!!!! No contest involved in winning,

_

$2.00

(lIAS
#om~'P-(~il.~:;c.eqp's~~u;t
!~~I:~:~.\~ill~~v

cqmpetitiop:for a cash prize

Ot\~.~'9bt
\.0"9
~\\ ,,\
.

A Iimitedan10unt of people will be allowed in thatnight,
so get there early so you can win yourself a Ski Boat.

Cover charge
..

.,.:

win~~ $20.0'0.

It will be the best twenty
bucks you everspentm
.
.
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Outdoor center to
offer used gear to
students
The Boise State Outdoor
Recreation Center will be offering BSU students. an opportunity to purchase used outdoor
gear at substantially reduced
prices.
The sale will be for two
hours only, from 9 am to 11 am
on Saturday, April 7 in the ORC
parking lot located directly
behind the Student Union. In
the event of rain the sale will be
moved into the main gym inside
the Department of Kinesiology
located near the south side of
The Pavilion.
Among the items up for sale
are white-water rafts, kayaks
and gear, snowshoes, tents,
backpacks, sleeping bags, camp
stoves, XC-skis and in-line
skates.
The equipment will only be
sold to BSU students so make
sure to bring your university ID
card with you.
For more information contact the Outdoor Center at 402619406.

Boise State Men's
Tennis Completes

-----------~

Weekend Sweep,
Defeats Weber
State 7-0
The Broncos defeated the
Weber State Wildcats 7-0
Sunday afternoon at 'the Boise
State Boas Indoor Tennis
Center. Boise State completed a
weekend sweep of competition
following a 5-2 victory over
Portland on Friday.
Boise State swept all three
doubles matches and claimed
the doubles point to open the
day. They followedby winning
all six singles matches. Mark
Roberts and Marcus Berntson
started the Broncos out by
defeating Weber State's Tim
Rowse and Josh Smith 8-40 at
the first doubles position.
Meanwhile, Boise State's second and third doubles teams
completed
the
sweep,
Guillaume
Bouvier
and
Mahmoud Rezk won 8-40 at the
two doubles, and Jonny
Biorkman and Mark Edney
won '8-3 at the third doubles
position.
Mark Roberts, Guillaume
Bouvier, Marcus Berntson and
Mark Edney claimed two set
victories in singles for the
Broncos while Mahmoud Rezk
and Jonny Biorkman were taken

.to three sets before claiming
victories to complete the sweep
of the day's competition. With
the win, BSU improves to 8-10
on the year and will not return
to action again until April 13
when they host Brigham
Young.
Doug Link writes for the Boise
State Athletic Dept.

Bronco gymnasts to
compete in 15th
consecutive regional,
. championship on
April 7
The Boise State Gymnastics
Team will compete in its 15th
consecutive NCAA Regional
Championship on Saturday,
April 7 in Los Angeles at
UCUs Pauley Pavilion at 6
p.m. (PST). Six teams will compete in the West Regional: Top
ranked UCLA, Oregon State,
BYU, Cal-Berkeley, Cal State
Fullerton and' Boise State.
Four different Broncos have
led in meets at any given time:
Breanne Holmes, asophomore,
who has a team high score this
year of 39.5 in the all-around;
junior Jamie Johns who has
scored 39.4025in the all-around;

senior Jessica Berry who has
scored a season high 39.405in
the all-around and junior
Tiffany Weston who has a high
all-around score of 39.25 this
season.
Boise State has also performed well as a team of late,
setting a school record 197.05
on March 2, and following that
score with a 196.0 on March 5
and a 196.775 on March 10. On
March 23, Boise State rscored
1940.25 in the Big West
Championship
in
Santa
Barbara .•
Head coach Sam Sandmire
leads the Borncos and is
approaching the end of her
14th season at Boise State.
Lori Hays writes for the, Boise
State Athletic Dept.

Boise State to host
2002 NCAA women's
west regionalbasketball tournament
On March 15 and 17 Boise
State University played host to

first and second round games of
the" NCAA Men's National
Basketball Tournament for the
sixth time.
One year from now, Boise
State will host its first NCAA
Women's' National Tournament
games when the BSU Pavilion
will be the site of 2002 NCAA
Women's
West
Regional l
Tournament, March 23 and 25
(Saturday and Monday).
While the men's tournament
have seen schools in the 640(first
round) and 32 (second round)
team brackets, the women's
tournament next will year will
involve teams In the "Sweet 16"
. and "Elite Eight". Regional
semi-final games will be played
on March 23, with the regiona,l
finals set for March 25. The
winner of the 2002 West
Regional will advance to the e.
Women's Final Four in San
Antonio, Texas.
This year's NCAA West
Regional Tournament was held
in Spokane, Wash., Saturday
(March 240) and Monday

cont. on pg. 27

Mondays
A-Rockin'
$2· 16 OI. draughts

"

nation cont. from pg. 17
and demanded that Editor in
ethics.
after in the first place - publiciChief Julie Bosman resign.
"It's a distinctly different
ty, Toth said.
Bosman defended her decidecision from other university.
He is planning a nationwide
sion.
papers because it was from a
tour to promote his campaign
"We want to continue the
strictly perverted position of
at colleges and universities,
dialogue even when it's not
selling advertising," Barbaro
Brooks said. Horowitz will
politically correct," she said.
said. "The editorial side of the
concentrate his speeches on
California State Universitynewspaper had nothing to do
what he calls a culture of cenLong Beach's student newspawith the decision. It was an
sorship, Brooks added.
per, the 49er, also decided to run
extremely inflammatory adver'The protesting is a sympthe advertisement because it
tisement made just to be inflamtom of intolerance of certain
believed the action' would promatory."
viewpoints
on
campuses,
teet free speech. .
But the ads, which run
whether they are social or
"I thought about it and what
between $600 and $800, are
political," Brooks said. "David
was being sold here was an
allowing Horowitz to inexpenis leaning on not just individual
idea," said 49er Editor in Chief sively spread his message and
newspapers, but also the'
Andres Cardenas. 'Whether the
receive massive coverage, said
administrations' of these uniidea was true or not would be
SU Associate Dean Elizabeth
versities to take so~e responsidecided by the consumer. It was
Toth.
bility for ensuring that repremore of, a personal thing to me.
"I didn't say it was ethical,"
sentation and discussion is a
If we silence him, then one day, said Toth, a public relations
dialogue and not just a monowe might be silenced as
professor in SUs S.1.Newhouse
logue.
reporters."
School
of
Public
"The other side of the arguYale's Daily News Editor in
Communications, "but it's been
ment cannot be heard for fear
Chief Michael Barbaro said his
very successful for him."
of being branded as a bigot."
newspaper's decision was based
And it seems Horowitz has
Pur~Y"PP.p~piqe~§.~Q9.V~!.~~!~e~~~.~i~~~.~P~!.~;.~~~
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Sports may lead fans to
domestic violence
~ThnPippa

1;~;THE ARBITE '.~TAFF FOR LIV
·DISCUSSIO .,
DEBAT_E
.

,

DRIN
...

ATHENS, Ohio - On Jan.
26, 1998, just days before
Super Bowl XXVII, Sheila
Kuehl of the California
Women's Law Center reported that Super Bowl Sunday
was "the biggest day of the
year for violence' against
women."
,
Kuehl cited a 1990 study by
Janet Katz of Old Dominion.
University saying that 40 percent more women report
domestic incidents on the day
of the Super Bowl than any
other day of the year.
The report sent a media
wave of feminist urgency'
across the country, all based
on a misinterpretation
of
Katz's study. Washington Post
writer Ken Ringle eventually
directed an investigation, calling for action against all
potentially abusive husbands
..:- viewers of '\he Super Bowl.
Katz disproved Kuehl's iriitial .statement and all thereafter concerning the study of
a40
percent increase in
domestic abuse incidents on
Super Bowl Sunday.
'That's not what we fuund
.at all," Katz said in a Jan. 81,
1998 Ringle
article. '1\n
increase in emergency-room
admission was not associated
with the occurrence of football games in general:'
Once the Super -Bowl
ended, a 5Q-17 Dallas win
over Buffalo, shelters and,hot-

Women's Center Wants. Mentors
For. fall-200r',
Internsh id:~;2redifaf~hable.
Pick up an:~~Jlicail~~at
the
~i',
..
:,. •.

,

." -c .

<:,'.y

women'seerrter

.

Deadline April 18th.
bnI'" .....

,~

unlva1ity

For more lnformatlon cali

Mel'l ssa a t ~~
A"6-4:259 ..... -

WomUl~
. 'i .cellter~.-.

Lon
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Donn style units
furnished includes:
utilities and cable with
HBD, one block from
BSU, have ovvriphone.
Share bath 'With one
other. Share kitchen
'With three others.
No RD and no RA's.

call

_._336_~8787
_
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lines reported no variation in
the number of calls that day,
even in Buffalo.
Amanda Konradi, associate
sociology professor at Ohio
University who specializes in
women's studies, said she
believes sports cannot be separated from the mainstream
of society when investigating
the instances of domestic violence.
"(Sports are) just one of
the many mediums which we
use to communicate what it is
to be, a man," Konradi said.
'When repeatedly witnessing
physically aggressive acts,
boys see what it is to be a
good man.
'1\ - woman presented as
being worthy to be violent
against, leads men to be violent and disrespectful
to
them. Women watch football
too and don't batter their husbands:'
Konradi'sstatement
supports the fact that two-thirds
of intimate partner violence
occurs
against
women,
according
to
the
U.S.
Department
of
Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics .
But it does not support a view
of women as non-violent.
Elizabeth Schnabel, an au
sophomore, said she feels
women may not be as violent
in society, but they can be just
as violent on the playing field.
"I'm just as susceptible to

being influenced by what Isee
and hear as a male (is),"
Schnabel said. "I would go to
see a dancing movie, and all I
would want to do afterwards
is dance:'
OU sophomore
Kevin
Canini said he remembers
violence in sports placating
himself as well as his friends ..
'We were at a Bobcats
hockey game," Canini said.
'1\nd a fight erupted right in
front of us. We didn't realize
until later that we had still
been standing 10 minutes
after it had ended in anticipation for more action."
But Canini holds that kids
usually try to mock the violence in sports. He said that
eventually people reach an
age when they begin to look
upon violence as immature.
But it all has to do with the
environment
people
find
themselves in .:
"It's like being raised in a
household where. everyone
speaks Spanish," Canini said.
"If you speak it your entire
life and are constantly
exposed to it, it becomes
imprinted
upon you. and
becomes natural."

. Tim Pappa is a reporter for
The Post at Ohio University.

A,rtide reprinted with petmisSIOn.
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Report: More students taking
out loans resulting in debts
by Michelle Minon
Higher education doesn't
come cheap, and according to a
new report the cost is becoming
'more than some students can
handle without taking out
loans.
'
Because grants are not keeping pace with the rising cost of
college education, more students are turning to loans. As a
result, more students are graduating with an alarmingly high
level of debt.
A report released by the U.S.
Public Interest Group's (PIRG)
, Higher Education Project indicated many students do not
understand the implications of
the debt they take on. As a
result of not understanding
loan repayment and loan costs,
students sometimes borrow

"But with big loans come big problems. Students
are forced to take out student loans to pay for
college, b'ut most,will end up with significant
sticker shock when it comes time for repayment."

of student's expected income
when graduating, according to
the report.
"In general, students overestimate their expected income.
Whereas the average income
for recent college graduates is
$27,000, students reported an
average expected income of
$39,016," the report said.
Th
. 1 d "B'
e report entit e
Ig
Loans, Bigger Problems: A
more than they can afford and
Report on the Sticker Shock of
experience difficulty repaying
Student Loans" also found that
their loans.
over a recent three-:yearperiod,
The PIRG said most graduthe numbers of students graduating
students
experience
ating with debt over $20,000
"sticker shock," when they find
nearly doubled. In the last
out their debts are much larger
decade, the amount of money
than they expected. As a result,
borrowed, in the form of
students sometimes end up
Stafford loans has also more
defaulting on their loans and
than doubled from $15 billion
facing other financial problems.
to $35 billion.
"In this economy, a college
Those students most likely
education is the best investment
to fall into the trap of growing
you can make in your future,"
debt are freshmen, sophomores
said Ivan Frishberg, director of and low-income students who
the project.
underestimated their debt more
"But with big loans come big
significantly than their peers,
problems. Students are forced to
the report said.
take out student loans to pay for
Students, especially those in
college, but most will end up
the first and second years of
with significant sticker shock
college, are borrowing without
when it comes time for repayan understanding of their conment,"
sequences 'of debt, and larger
According to the report,
debt only compounds the probabout eight out of 10 students
lem, the PIRG said in a press
underestimate their debts. In a
release.
survey of more than 1,000 stuSome students agree with
dents, PIRG. found that 78 perthe research findings and said
cent underestimate the longthey don't know the size of
term cost of their loans and
their loans.
graduate with $4,846 more deb!
Wes Miller, a senior majorthan expected. ' .
ing in business logistics, said he
. Two factors. that lea~ to
was part of. the group that had
~tiC~ shock are undere.s~tno clue about his loans when he
mg mterest and overestimation
first si ed for them.
~Iii I ~ lAI ~~all & i ,I ~Ba Ilia aIII1III ~IIIIIIIIIIII
•••••••

"I'm fortunate enough to be
graduating with less than an
$8,000 debt," Miller said. "Had
I known that I would be taking
out a lot of money, I would
have researched it more."
Miller also said he thinks
there should be more information on grants, possible scholarships and loans so students
are aware of all the options

available to alleviating their,
debts.
'
Jennifer Kelleher, a graduate
student in economics, said she
understands her loan information well, but thinks others
don't because they choose to
ignore it.
~IRG encourages students
to know their options and
learn about their loans early.

Different loans are more expensive then others and repayment
plans vary in levels, which can
change the life of the loan.
"Students with high levels
(of) debt are already vulnerable
to problems repaying their
loans after they graduate,"
Frishberg said. "Now that we
know they don't realize the
severity of .their situation, we
should be doing a lot more to ~.
put a lid on the rising student
debt."
Michelle Minon is a reporter
with the Daily Collegian at
Pennsylvania State University.

Article reprinted with permission.
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Online resources aim to ease students'academic woes
by Angela Becerra
Theoretically,
students
shouldn't. have to worry about
how they are going to finish
their. research papers, where to
_start looking for scholarships,
how to find internships and
other worries that have plagued
students for ages.
Were all those sleepless
nights and nervous breakdowns
for nothing? Is there a scholarly utopia out there where college students play and work
with nary a care in the world?
It's very doubtful that there
exists the perfect solution to
the worries students all over
the world have had for years,
_),)ut there are many services
online that make it easier to get
through college, if not painlessly, at least a little more
smoothly.
At www.CritiqueMe.com.
students can submit their
papers online to be critiqued
and edited, The edited papers

@)
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will be returned within 240
hours, or in less than 3 hours if
the "rush" service is selected.
According to the Web site,
there are three basic services to
choose from: .
• The Tuner - this service givesa list of the strengths
and weaknesses of the paper,
such as in language, grammar
or meaning.
• The Tinker the
Tinker does everything the
Tuner does, but also contains a
text box for entering requests
for more customized help with
any sections of the paper.
• The Major Revamper this is the service for the people
who are hopelessly floundering
in a research paper that's going
nowhere. It is customized to
help organize papers that need
more extensive comments' and
suggestions for revision,
CritiqueMe.com also has a
ReReader, where students can

resubmit their papers after
they've made' the suggested
changes, as well as services to
critique fiction. and poetry.
Subscribers can log in at any
time to view the status of their
critique, and when it is completed they receive an e-mail
with a link to the page where
they can view and download
their current and past critiques.
The critiquers are graduate
students in some of the top 25
graduate English departments,
The site occasionally has visiting "Masters" such as professors or 'writers who are available to critique papers.
This service charges $1-$40
per page for the basic services
and offers various discounts
and coupons.
The online research service
Questia.com offers over 30,000
titles in the humanities and
social sciences to subscribers.
Students can read the full-text

to novels, and articles tailored
of hyper-linked sources, create
to
student interests. On the
footnotes and bibliographies
article list for Monday Were
and have access to an online
dictionary, thesaurus and ency- , "Debating Unpaid Internships",
"Study to Succeed" (hints to
clopedia.
improve your GPA) and
Questia has a three-tier sub"Education
Grads
. Have
scription system. so users can
Options." It also offers a stuSUbscribeto read the full-text of
dent loan finder.
books and use the research and
Phillip Zayas, a· sophomore
writing tools annually for
from Rockaway, NJ, said, "My
$1409.95, monthly for $19.95, or
editing and. research would go
short-term
(408 hours)
for'
faster with all the new services
$140.95.' However, users can
online. Forget 'the library and
access the Web site and search
, all that. Just go on your comservice for free. '
puter and there you have it. We
At Collegef'lub.com, college
have stuff like that at the
students have access to countlibrary that helps, but now we
less services, not only academic,
can access services from home.
but also financial and futureThat would be a lot easier."
oriented,
They feature an academic
Angela Becerra is a reporter
research engine, a scholarship
with
The Lariat at Baylor
search, a Kaplan Test Center
University. Article reprinted with
and even a search for airline
-permission.
tickets with student discounts.
CollegeClub also has Novel
Notes, which are literary guides

FOR SEVENTY-FIVE
DOLLARS I CAN BUY
A LEATHER-BOUND
BOOK WITH MY
NAME IN IT!

WOW! I'VE BEEN
SELECTED FOR THE
"WHO'S INCREDIBLE"
LIST!
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HA! AND PEOPLE
SAID I WAS 'TOO,
GULLI~LE TO BE
A SUCCESS!
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''DEAR
OCCUPANT"
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IF ANYONE ASKS
HOW I'M' DOING,
I'LL CASUALLY OPEN
THE BOOK' AND
POINT TO MY NAME.

I'M BRINGING MY
COpy OF "WHO'S
INCREC: ...'-E" TO
MY HIGH SCHOOL
REUNION.
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I GOT RICH SELLING
A BOOK CALLED "WH,O'S
INCREDI BLE" TO
GULLIBLE PEOPLE.
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Atom and his package. return to rock and eat curds
by Jim TOweill

This good-natured,

Atom and' his package are
an inseparable duo, a symbiosis of man and machine
intrepidly travelling around
the country spreading their
imaginative version of rock 'n'
roll and searching for cheese
curds that actually squeak.
The package, often thought
to be a vulgar genital reference, actually consists of a few
sequencers and some recording equipment But don't let
ences with _ anti-Semitism,
that mislead you-the package
. "growing up, living in the
is a formidable music-making
United States you definitely
entity-and is not to be trifled
feel like an outsider being
with.
Jewish,
and I can't speak for
Atom is a man in his mideveryone, but I definitely came
20s who has a master's degree
into contact with a fair
in education, but chooses to
amount of anti-Semitism and
. teach in the classroom of the
still continue to in recent
punk rock show instead of the
times .."
traditional school setting. He
Atom, while
addressing
is occasionally joined by his
these issues with 'a sense of
guitar, which for some reason
humor in his songs, said, "I
is not included in the band's
think I take that kind of stuff
title.
Maybe guitar hasn't
pretty seriously .. .I think that
earned his (or her?) right to be
you can make political points
a full-time member yet.
with
a
- sense
of
But this might change,
humor ... though I wouldn't
since the guitar is featured
say I take any of that stuff
much more prominently on
lightly at all."
the new album, Redefining
This good-natured,
high
Music, the group's first record
pitched, politically conscious
on Hopeless Records. When
Jewish boy actually has some
comparing the new record to
connections to the Gem State
his older material, Atom said,
and Boise music scene. Atom
"I think the songs are less
and the package released a 7"
overtly funny, the songwriting
record on the local 208
is better, I like the songs betrecords (208 because they only
ter, there's more guitar .."
press 208 copies of each
Atom, who is Jewish and
release), run by Jason Burke of
the package, whose ethnic and
the Adversives, and long-time
religious
background
is
friend of the duo. But while
shrouded in mystery, brought
Atom has played here several
their travelling minstrel show
times, he's honest about his
over to Israel recently. "It was
feelings concerning
Boise.
amazing", Atom said, ..the kids
'Nhen asked if this was one of
were really, really enthusiashis favorite places to play, he
tic." When asked what he
responded,
"Um ... no .. .I
thought about "what's going
mean, I've had some good
on over there", he responded,
shows there, and some weird
"it's a pretty difficult situation
ones, but it's not my favorite
-for me to sum up in a couple
place to play." You can't fault
sentences ... obviously it's not
the guy for being honest.
a good situation .. .I can't realAtom does particularly
ly explain it right now." Atom .
enjoy at least one thing about
related that he has had experi-

high

pitched, p~litically conscious

Jewish boy actually has some
connections ,tothe Gem State

. and Boise music scene.
the Treasure
Valley __ its
audible dairy products. "On
one of the u.s. tours I went
on, everyone in Wisconsin
was like 'you gotta try this
squeaky cheese stuff' and I
seriously bought like half a
pound of cheese curds at this
place, and I went out to the
car and
they
wouldn't
squeak," Atom said. "Then

someone told me, 'oh you need
to go to this place' and I ended
up buying three pounds of
cheese
in the state
of
Wisconsin, and none of it
squeaked, so I gave Wisconsin
the finger. Then in Boise
everyone was like, 'there's this
cheese factory and they have
cheese that really squeaks', so
I was like, ok, I'll try it one
more time. And I' did, and I
loved it and it squeaked in my
face-it was great. So the next
time I went back, we drove to
Salt Lake City to playa show,
and on the way we stopped at
the cheese factory where I
proceeded to eat about a
pound and a half of cheese
and a.n ice cream cone. It gave
me the worst bowel shredding
I think I've ever had in my
life-and I am a veteran of the
bowel shredding."

Atom is returning to Boise
once again the evening of
April 19 to perform at the
House of Rock. He's travelling with another one-man'
music machine, Har Mar
Superstar, who describes his
music as "R&B sexjams.""fhe
Superstar
hasn't had .the
opportunity
to experience
squeaky cheese yet, so Atom
plans on returning
to the
cheese factory. -He did say he
will exercise some restraint
this time around: "I think I've
rested enough to eat a little
more in moderation ... the.
squeaking
is
really
fun ... though I probably will
not combine the ice cream and
amount of cheese that I've
eaten .."

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
Basketball
Men's,Women's
Captain's

& Co-Ree divisions

Meeting Jan. 24

@ 4:30p
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ISLAND
EXperience the unique Polynesian cultures- of Hawaii, Samoa, New Zealand,
Tonga, and Tahiti, with special appearance by the Island Rhythms performing.
Micronesian Dances.
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6-9 pIn Jordan Ball Room

@

BSU's Student Building

Enjoy our buffet dinner offering a unique cuisine designed to please everyone
from the locals to the vegetarian. You will receive a free lei with the purchase of
a dinner-show ticket
\

For more information please contact the BSU info desk

DINNER & SHOW TICKET
Adv. Door

GENERAL
STUDENT/ CHILDREN
CHILDREN UNDER 5 yrs

4
I

4-\t

15.00/17.00
8.00/10.00
FREE

@ 426-4636

NIGHT SHOW TICKET
Show only (not guaranteed
. a place to sit) $5.00
Doors open at 5:30 p.m,
,

Tickets Available at Select-a-Seat
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Win a Pair of Tickets
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For the first time ever Hui-O-Aloha
will feature the Samoan Fire Dance

I
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cont. from pg.21

Treat yourself to an international
experience-Polynesian
and
Burmese style!

(March 26) at the Spokane Arena. The match-up for Saturday's
semi-final games had Duke University facing Southwest Missouri
State University, and the University of Washington playing the
University of Oklahoma. Saturday's regional semi-final games
were televised live on ESPN, with Monday's game broadcast live by
ESPN2.
Tickets for next year's West Regional will go on sale to the general public on in early June at the Boise State Athletic Ticket Office.-'
Max Corbet writesJor the Boise State AthleiU Dept.

Arbiter Staff

Traditional Burmese dances, comprised of
Experience
authentic
Polynesian' foods, the Samoan
folk and classical elements corresponding to
Fire Dance, and music and
dancing from Hawaii, Samoa,
varied forms of Burmese music, were
Tahiti, Tonga and New Zealand
at Luau 200 1 Island Style from
originally influenced by dramatic Buddhist
6-9 p.m. Sunday, April 8, in the .
Jordan Ballroom in the Boise
storles and conciliation of spirit cults.
State
University
Student
Union, presented by Boise
sored by the Boise State
the door for an additiona1$2 per
State's Hui-O-Aloha club.
Student Programs Board.
person.
Each
person
who
purThe Samoan Fire Dance has
Traditional Burmese dances,
chases
a
dinner/show
ticket
never before been performed at
comprised
of folk and classical
receives an authentic Hawaiian
this annual event. The Island
elements corresponding to varflower
lei.
Doors
open
at
5:30
Rhythms club will also make a
ied forms of Burmese music,
p.m.
special appearance performing
were originally influenced by
The
luau
is
an
opportunity'
Micronesian dances. The buffet
dramatic Buddhist stories and
for the students of the Hui-Odinner
will offer cuisine
conciliation of spirit cults. A
Aloha
club
to
share
their
culdesigned to please everyone
drama presented at Boise State
ture
with
area
residents.
The
including vegetarians. The feast
,will include scenes from the
luau
usually
draws
about
500
will include roast pig, lomi lomi
Ramayana.
people, many dressed in aloha
salmon, chow funn (noodles
Admission is $10 general
shirts
and .wrap
skirts.
mixed with vegetables), teriyaki
public, $5'BSU students, faculty
Polynesian
dress
is
not
fish and' chicken, mango and
and staff. Tickets are available
required. For more information,
guava cakes.
from Select-a-Seat at 426-3071.
call
426-4636.
Advance purchase ticket
For more information on the
Also, Burmese dance and
prices for the buffet-style dinner
performance, call 426-4636. '
song,
a
program
featuring
perand show are $15 for adults, $8
formances of traditional lind
for students of all ages, and free
folk forms of dance, music and
for" children under 5. Show-only
drama
from Burma, willbe held
tickets are $5. Tickets are availat 7:30 p.m. Saturday, April 14,
able at Select-a-Seat, 426-1766
in the Special Events Center in
or
www.idahotickets.com.
the Student Union and is sponTickets will also be available at

Boise State women's basketball assistant
TriciaBader-Binford resigns to concentrate on WHBA career
Tricia Bader Binford, the third assistant to head coach Trisha
Stevens in the Boise State women's basketball coaching staff, has
resigned to pursue 'her WNBA career With the Cleveland Rockers
on a more full-time basis.
Bader Binford just completed her second season coaching with
the Broncos. No stranger to Bronco fans, she is an alumna of Boise
State and was the program's starting point guard each of her four
seasons. She helped the team to two Big Sky Conference regular
season titles (1992 and 1994) and the program's first appearance in
the NCAA Tournament (1994). She averaged 10.3 points, 3.9
assists, and 3.1 rebounds in her collegiate career. A four-year Bronco
letter winner, she was honored three times as an All-Big Sky Team
selection as well as an All-Academic Big Sky pick.
, She played professionally in Australia for two seasons (1997 and
1998), before joining the WNBA where she first played for the Utah
Starzz (1998-99) and the Cleveland Rockers (1999-2000), and is still
a member of the Rockers program. She will be returning' to
Cleveland in a few weeks to begin her fourth WNBA season.
Originally from Carbondale, Colo., Bader Binford graduated
from Boise State in 1996 with a degree in Criminal Justice. She married Todd Binford in October of 2000.
'We wish Tricia happiness in her new endeavors." head coach
Stevens said. "She has served the Boise State program well and we
know she will always be a Bronco."
A search for Bader Binford's replacement will begin immediately.
.
Lori Hays writesJor the Boise State AthletU Dept.

Free Phone
OAe with New Activation Ohly ,
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AT&T
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$30 AT&T
Mail in Rebate
on Rate Plans
$29 or higher

Advertising
needed at

Account Executives
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Ericsson LX588

250 Min's
500 Free.Night
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$29.99a·Month
400 Min's
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Film based on-student's play to premiere at the Flicks
Arbiter staff
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'The Catch," a new film by
Boise State theatre arts professor Phil Atlakson that an independent film festival director
described as "beautifully shot,
remarkably true," will premiere
on "First Thursday" April, 5 at
The Flicks. Showings will be at
7 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 8 p.m. and 8:S0
p.rn. Tickets cost $10 for the
screening and a wine and hors
d'oeuvres reception on thepatio
with AtIakson and other producers. The reception begins at
6 p.m. and runs continuously
throughout
the screenings.
Tickets are available at the
Boise State Student Union
Information Desk, 426-4<6S6, or
at The Flicks, 6406 Fulton St.,
S42-4222,
or at the door the
evening of the screening.
'The Catch" is a IS-minute
film that playfully examines
family dynamics and traditions
on a fishing boat. Barely out of
the editing room, the film has

writing class. The play won the
western regional award of the
Kennedy Center American,
Theater College Festival in
1999 and went on to the
national finals at the Kennedy
Center. '
Shores will also attend the
reception, as will co-producer
Donahoe, a former Boise State
student who is now a creative
director and Copywriter in the
Los Angeles- area, andexecutiveproducer
Sammy
Kriestorae, who is a producer
for Diesel Films -in Los
Angeles:
"The Catch" stars C.C.
Boyce as Sara, the new bride,
Drew Snyder as her father-inlaw and Brett Baker as her husband, Bob. Snyder is an established character actor and
Tony award-winner with a
long list of Broadway, fum and
television credits. Baker was
Leonardo DiCaprio's stand-in

already received an invitation
from Film Fest New Haven,' a
Motion Picture Academy-recognized festival noted for cutting-edge independent films.
'The Catch" is set on a fishing boat, but it's not a film
about fishing. Here's how c0producer
Tom
Donahoe
described the plot: 'What is the
proper protocol for performing
toiletry functions ona tiny
fishing boat? Family tradition,
is put to the test by a new bride
when nature calls and both her
husband .and father-in-law
point to the tried and true
bucket used by their recently
departed mother and wife."
Atlakson wrote the screenplay, which was adapted from
the play 'Why Do We Fish?"
by Tamara Shores, a graduate
student in the Boise State
English department. Shores
wrote the playas an undergraduate in Atlakson's play-

on the set of "Titanic,"
Atlakson is the writer, direcWhen Atlakson' traveled to
tor and producer of an awardLos Angeles to' plan the film
winning independent feature
with Donahoe, film industry
film, "Not this Part of the
specialists with connections .to ' -World," starring Matt Letscher
Boise 'State' pitched in to .help.
("Mask of Zarro") and ,Adam
Former Boise State student Jeff West (television's "Batman"),
Smith became the cinematograreleased in 1995. ,He is the
pher and film editor. Boise State
recipient of numerous awards
alumnus Keith Campbell, who
including the, Kennedy Center
has been a stunt double for Tom
Gold Medallion Award; two felCruise, worked as the stunt
lowships in filmmaking and
coordinator. Alumnus Richard'
playwriting from the Idaho
Bean took on the role of associCommission on the Arts, the
ate producer.
Stanley Drama Prize, the Nell
Other Boiseans who helped
Shipman Award for Excellence
in production are Mike Vukas, a
in Filmmaking and others.
local videographer, and Chris
'The Catch" was funded in
Ennis, who worked as a grip.
part by grants from the Idaho
Boise State music professor and
Arts Commission and the Boise
pianist Del Parkinson provided
City Arts Commission. Norththe soundtrack, recorded by
by-Northwest Production of
John Fransen,
the music
Boise also provided assistance.
department's recording specialMost of the funding came from
ist. Nate Taylor, a former Boise
Atlakson and the other producState student, assisted with
ers, for whom creating the film
audio.
was a labor of love.

at do these locations have
in common?
,
thailand
Italy
China
SpalnLouisiana
Muyland
and Maine

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
4PM-8PM
BOISE STATE-eANYON

COUNTY CENTER

2407 CALDWELL BLVD., NAMPA

Drop in and visit with representatives from a
wide variety of Boise State academic department
about majors, scholarships, internships, and
more. Talk to staff from the Career Center,
Student Activities, Financial Aid, the Gateway
Center, and the College of Applied Technology.
See a live demonstration of Boise State
University's BroncoWeb registration system!
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Next semester you could be studying In an exotic locale, using your financial
aid and still graduating on tlmel

Study Abroad Application Deadline -.April 16. '2QgJ'"~ii
.•)
Study Abroad Scholarship Deadline - AprIl 16. 2~r.J~''''''·

These are just some of the departments that will
have representatives there to answer your
_
questions:
Business, Psychology, Teacher Education. Social
Work. ~iology, Respiratory Therapy, Health
Studies, Economics, Political Science, En~ish,
Sociology, Criminal Justice, InternatiorulI B~iness
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Wi~ Boise State International Programs. the world 'Is your cla+t
tJ.?
For More Information contact Corrine Henke, International Programs Off1cc.~j'
1136 Euclid Avenue, Botse.. ID 83725. Phone (208) "126-3652.

For more information call
,
Canyon Student Services a~426-4760
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They are all program sites available to Boise State students offered through
the International Programs Office!
.
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Brentano string ·quartet
makes first stop in Boise
.'

J,~

Mandarin ·Szechu~n

Arbiter staff
. The Boise Chamber Music .
Series will wrap up the 2000-01
season with a program ranging
from contemporary to classical
by the Brentano String Quartet
at 8 p.m. Friday, April 6, in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
The quartet will also give a
chamber music master class, "A
Little Morning Music," at 9:30
a.m. April 7, also in the Recital
Hall.
Concert admission is $15
general and $10 for students
and seniors. Tickets may be
reserved by calling 426-1216 or
may be purchased at the door.
The master class is free and
open to anyone.

In residence at Wigmore
Hall, New, York University and
Princeton
University,
the
Brentano Quartet musicians
will bring their strong commit- .
ment to contemporary music to
Boise for the first time. They
will
perform
Charles
Wuorinen's
1999 "String
Quartet No.4" in addition to
Haydn's "Op. 20, No.6,"
Stravinsky's "Three Pieces" and
Mozart's "C Major Quartet, K.
465." Formed jn 1992, the
Brentano String Quartet is the
laureate of the 1995 Naumberg
Chamber Music Award and
recipient of the inaugural
(1996)
Cleveland
Quartet

Award. The ensemble made its
Wigmore Hall debut in 1997,
winning
Britain's
Royal
Philharmonic Award. They are
the first members of Chamber
Music Society Two of the
Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center.
The Boise Chamber Music
Series is presented by the Boise
Chamber Music Society, and the
Boise State Music Department.
The master class is supported in
part by a grant from the
National Endowment for the
Arts. For additional information, please call 426-1216.
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If you are between the "agesof ~ I and fH·
and would like information about
Idaho Center for Heproductiw Medicine's
egg donor program. call the donor
program coordinator at (~()8) ~11·~-5H()(),and ask for Kara.

Tel. (Il08) 545-8868 Fax (1l08) 545-8848
110 N. 11th Street

H REWARD
Junkyard Jeans

Levi 501,505,517, Cords, Patagonia clothing &
bags, Lettermen's jackets, Doc Martens &
Birkenstock shoes

1725 Broadway, 10-6 Mon-Sat, 389-2094

~

I
I

All inquiries are strictly confidential.
Donors will be compensated for
their time and effort.

-
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Junkyard Jeans

You can help an infertile couple achieve <I
pregnancy through the gift of egg donation.

I

Sat lll:oopmto
Closed S\lDdap

$CASH$

Idaho Center for
Reproductive Medicine

I ~

MOD -.Thun 11:00am ·t() 9:00pm
. Frill:ooam
to 10:OOpm

Pays

-
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Lunch & Dinner
Dine In - Carry Out
Great Food & Reasonable Prices
10% off with BSU Student ID (Dinner Only)

--- --

Got something to say?
Say it with a classified ad
in The Arbiter! We offer
free classified advertisting for all students and
staff of BSU, for any
non-business ad of 25
words or less. That's
right, EREE! Classified
advertising
in
The
Arbiter .... The only thing
BSU doesn't charge for; )
The Arbiter is currently
providing an all new
service right here in our
classified ads section. A
forum
for
student
groups, campus clubs,
and BSU organizations.
Eta share information on
upcoming events and
activities. Just e-mail
announcements@arbitermail. com. Include your
group or organization's
name, as well as the time,
date, and location of the
event or activity, and a
brief description
(25
words or less).
Marxist
study group
beginning this Fall. Cali
388-8563
for details.
~dvisors wanted.
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Give the gift of life-it's
in your blood. Call 3448549 to set your appointment at the Red Cross
Blood
Drive
on
Wednesday, April 11 at
the LDS Institute and
Thursday,
April 12th
from 9:00-3:00 Hatch
Ballroom, SUB. You have
a chance to win a Palm
Pilot (and you get free
cookies and juice).
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BSU Rodeo. April isth
7pm. April Hth 1pm and
7pm; Caldwell Night
Rodeo
Grounds.
Discount with student
ID.
ASBSU

provides

FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
426-1440

$lo/hr GUARANTEED
Work on campus FIT or
P IT for as little as 5.;.10
hrs/wk or as many as 40
hrs /wk. Be your own
boss. Create your own
schedule. Limited positions.
Call1-8()();.808-7442 x 80

ESTABLISHED
BSU
EMPLOYER

child custody aDd
child IIUPPOrt
collection
aDd debt

probltIDS
personal in:lury aDd
insurance
workmen' B caJ;l8JlBlltion

John SChroeder

Cookware - We stopped
doi!1g dinner parties!
Have beautiful new 17piece sets left! Heavy,'
brilliant surgical stainless steel! 100% waterless! Was $1749.00, now
$439.00! Lifetime warranty! 1-800-343-4628.

Camp Greytock & Romaca
seek caring. energetk: counselors
uid coaches. Co-ed S13II's,
compedtIvesalarles + room and board
Il1lIel1lShlps are available. Located In the
Iler1ahlre Mount:IIns 01 Massachusetts,
2.5 houn from IIoslx>n and NYC.

.Evenlng & Weekend
shifts 20-40 hrslwk
·Top Dollar - our reps
average $7-$12!hour

Archery,IlasebaI~ BosketbaI~ Olmblng
Wall. Creatiwl!vts, Dnma. FootbaI~
GoIf,Gymnastics, Hilq, Inllne-H~
l=-osse. Mountain Biking, SaIling.
Soccer. SoItboII, Swimming, Tennis,
~1eybaI~ Wab!rSldIng. plus nursing and
admlnlstrotiwl posllIons.

·Pald Training

Stumer
& Klein
FOR MORE

M

INFORMATION

BeautIful watenront campus,
outstandlnl group of people,
very ..-ardlnl
summer. _.

CALL 376-4480

Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students I
Unhed Parcel service
Employment

I Sf! I

~pS

$8.50/hr (
Full Benefits
No Weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From

Information:
On-Campus Call:

426-1745
Onthll.Web:

www.upsJobs.com
UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.

!~diS~Zj9~p~;~~i\ig~~~i

DOI/crimanl

call J\SBSU for an
appointment AttozneyB:
Margaret
leZllllliz and

Have fun. Make a difference.

IMAGINE THIS:

New Student Information
Center is looking for
Campus Tour Guides.
$7/hr, Tues/Thurs 1:302:45pm. Summer hours
change. Greet guestsl
perspective students, and
conduct campus tours.
Apply at the New Student
Information Center,

claims

Summer _
in New England

Join other BSU
students who enjoy a
flexible work schedule
while they earn great
part-time .Income.

.

with a local
private lawyer for
DlOst legal problems
you mily have,
inclUding
divorce/flllllily law
landlord probltIDS

CAMP COUNSELORS

";',!.>
,

..

If you like the outdoors, you'U

love working II REI!
REI is the leading retailer and
online merchant of quality
outdoor sear and clothing.We
are hiring for the foDawing
positions: fuD lIIld part time
sales specialists lIIld part time
operations specialists. Ifyou
enjoy wilting in a positive
environment tOO providing
exceptional custll1lel' &el'vice.
attend
The REI JOB FAIR
April 7. 2001
9AMto

IPM

8300 W. Emetakl St.
Boise; ID 83704
Equal Opportunity Employer

Campus Clubs
The ~cotti~h·American Society is a non-profit, commUnity onented group dedicated to promoting
awareness, and celebration of Scottish and other
Celtic heritages. Call 331;.5675 for more information, .or for the times and locations of upcoming
meetings.

'\>~-~'":'~:'?,i';r:::,-.--; .,,)<:~ ~::\._ :,~/,,- H
If Yc>ii'~ gr.;duadng"this ~
i spril\I,~~, planning to
.,

>

I stay h),tIj-tBoiseValley,

.,
LY"I1r,'ft'~~{~;"'~
lnterested :;

r' Iri'tllktO'g~;You.
i

-1r~'--" :-, ....,'

~

..Arbiter
.

needs skilled
photographers!
Postlons available for
this semester and next
year.
Great opportunities
and exciting work.
Call The Arbiter's Photo
Editor, Ted Harmon, at
345-8204
ext. 301, to shcedule
an Interview.

for Boys:
800·841·5114

'NNWnoDllllJldgdr;

rnrn

Vvlur arc yOIl

dOIl'~ lltl~
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.--Camp Greylock

pi

i!-MAC prori~i~~~required~
i Call Bo~\fl~/9.~q883~
·:-;,.;-c·~~::\.;.-J.: [10

, .,.Camp Romaca
for Girls:
88ll-1-romaca

Real Estate Appraisal
Research Assistant wanted. Flexible hours, car
required. Call Domenic,
338-1780.

Enterprise
Rent-a-Car
Immediate openings for
lot attendants. Flexible
hours, 6 a.m. midnight 7dayslweek
$7.00 per hour..
Please call Steve Haynie
at 381-0650 or fill out
application inside the
BoiseAirport .

Upperclass-women
students: Want your own
. house? Private,
quiet
country
house
in
exchange for 10 hours a
week of house work/yard
care. Barbara,336-7001.
Gay male student wanted
to share large executive
home, close to BSU. Rent
paid in ex:.changefor light
household
duties (no
cleaning). Must be reliable ana stable. 333-8615.

THIs

SPACE FOR
$300 A
MO~PLUS

RENT.

HALF

l1I1L1T1,ES.

......

'

31

Factoid:
In the state
of Hawaii,
:'The manufacture,
possesion,
sale,
barter,
gift, transfer
or aquisition
of any
machine gun is prohibited. Exempt are law enforcement officers, mall carriers, members of military
forces ..• n

D·I.L· B E·
•

RI.

®

Obtained from www.nralla.org/research!statelaws
Emphasis on mall carriers added by The Arbiter
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THE BAD NEW5
IS THfIo.TYOUP.
OFFICE IS INSIDE
flo. WHEEL' fIo.TTfIo.CHED
TO flo. GENEAATOP..

,

..

"

,

"Oooh!" Words

x·p

C Y J A T V R L B.T R H LAP Q Q Q
S H IV N R A L 00 F U C M V H A V C L
K 0 B XY ED E BOG V MOP N G T Q H
F Z R V S Q 0 K 000 LBO T V K F R F
T N Y R HIP Z S R T T E R P K G CRY
P J C A K X FEZ T X S P G X 0 0 A I M
QVOODOOAQGORBMA.ZOMNZ
G G H T Q Y 0 S XO S V U F L YL C N I
JB N Y P B B Z G V C Y F NQ BG P JR
PYDYMXCXPVLTWETMTBAK
R BOA YOU P S F 0 T Y L R K F U J J
AEADJSOSGOSJULMQDTAR
Z X T L T B F S TAD 0 0 F S K R Q T P
FWCSRSBHECTVONAXOCAK
FEBOOAANRGHNKOYPOPOO
NPOMZOYLKMFWMOGPLOPT
RMYCPGRUODAQKWOXB
IVX
ETZTPKDWGOLVESBXPCMY
AHF
I SRLVEJN
I XMDPPBOW
GJKKNFWWFOSHMVILQNGH
I
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BUY YOUP.
ELECTP.ICIT'f
FROM THE
DOGBEP.T POWEP.

jCOMPANY,

I

Aloof

Drool

Rooster

Blood

Food

Book

Goose
Groom
Moose

Saloon
Swoon

Broom
Coop

BOB. I'M STfIo.P.TING
POWEP. UTIlIT'f
COMPfIo.NY.

flo.

Tooth
Voodoo
j

\.\HY fIo.P.EN'T
YOU SIGNED UP
FOP' THElt01K?

1'0 NEVEP. 'BE
fIo.6LETO P.UN
THfI..T FfIo.R.

I
!

I

1010 flo. 10K
\.\HEELCAAIR AACE
ONCE. THE GUY \.\HO
PUSHED I"'\E STILL HAS
\.\HIP MA.P.KS.

I
"

ia----fll

•

~=~~

oS

';::::::~~~~::=:==~~
i fIo.NDONE OF THE
OUP. ISO qOOO
COOP.DINfIo.TOP. DIED
OF BOREDOM. YOU'LL
AAVE TO 00 HIS
;rOB PLUS YOURS.
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QUN.lT'f fIo.SSUR/Io.NCE
GUYS IS LOOKING
PN.E .••

·f .
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\ eat p\zt.a.

,

therefo"

e I a",.

BSUCampus&
East Boise
1323 Broadway Ave.

367-9200
West Boise
ComerofRve

Mile Rd. ItUsUck

377-S050
South Boise &
SWBoise
2404 S. Orchard Rd.

342..;.5050
North Boise, Eagle
& Garden City
6940 W. State St.

853-7100
Nampa
You don't have to be a philosophy major to come to
grips with the truth about pizza. All you needto know is
Papa John's delivers the perfect pizza at the perfect
price. And then you need to know a number to call to
make it happen. Better yet, just use the number below.
Easy, huh? Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday.
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Order Online Nationwide! www.papajohns.com

Free ,Delivery a~,dCarryout

61212thAve.South

461-4600
Meridian
1526 E. lst St.
(Corner of 1st Itfairview)

888-7272
Caldwell
323 E. CleVeland Blvd.

454-3700

